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ABSTRACT 
Cutting fluids are used to improve performance 
in machining operations.  In general, the benefits 
include increased tool life; reduced cutting forces 
and power consumption; reduced distortion due to the 
temperature rise in the workpiece; etc.  In order for 
these benefits to occur, the cutting fluids must be 
properly selected and maintained.  To maintain the 
quality of a cutting fluid, the use of a filtration 
device is necessary.  The cutting-fluid filters are 
used to separate out unwanted foreign materials such 
as tramp oils, chips or swarf from the cutting fluids. 
An experiment was conducted to investigate the 
benefits to be gained by using a cutting-fluid filter. 
The type of filter used was a coalescing plate filter. 
The type of machining operation was turning. 
The results of the experiment showed that the use 
of the coalescing plate filter improved tool life 
significantly for a variety of work materials and cutting 
conditions.  Tool life increases ranged from 16% to 120%. 
Surface finish was not significantly influenced by the 
use of the filter except that the same tool could be 
used longer to generate the same finish. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Cutting fluids are defined as media to facilitate the removal of 
metal. They can be in the form of liquid or gas, and they may be applied 
to the cutting zone either manually or mechanically. 
In the hardware-manufacturing or metal-machining industry, the 
v y 
primary objective of a machining operation is to produce, under economic 
conditions, a component within some tolerance for dimensional accuracy 
and surface finish. 
In general, cutting fluids should be able to generate benefits such 
as increased tool life; improved surface finish; reduced cutting forces 
and power consumption; reduced distortion due to the temperature rise in 
the workpiece; easier removal of chips; and a cooler, more easily 
handled workpiece. 
However, if the cutting fluids are not properly selected and 
maintained, not only can the advantages not be obtained but some un- 
desirable consequences will occur. These disadvantages, depending on 
the nature of the selected cutting fluids, include possible harm to 
human health and potential damage to the machine tool and the workpiece. 
It is therefore very important first to select an appropriate fluid, and 
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then to monitor and maintain the chosen fluid to assure its performance. 
If cutting fluids are properly selected and maintained, the 
machining performance will be improved by flushing away chips from the 
machining area, keeping the machines clean and reducing wear of moving 
parts. Poor maintenance of cutting fluids, on the other hand, severely 
curtails these capabilities. Dirty fluids speed up the wear of moving 
parts and deposit messy residues that add to an unpleasant environment. 
Gages and slides gum up and stick. Fluid-return lines clog, causing 
machines to be shut down for cleaning. A proper selection of cutting 
fluid and a good maintenance program are the keys to avoiding these 
unnecessary costs. 
lb maintain the quality of a cutting fluid, the use of a filtration 
device is necessary. The cutting-fluid filters are used to separate out 
unwanted foreign materials such as tramp oils, chips or swarf from the - 
cutting fluids. At the itiinimum, the circulating system should include a 
screen to prevent chips from returning to the machining area. 
Contamination of the cutting fluid by bacteria can be prevented by 
purchasing oils that contain microbeinhibitors. Some water-oil em- 
ulsions used for machining ferrous metals should contain a rust-in- 
hibitor. Adequate and effective filtration for cutting fluids can 
increase the degree of reusability for cutting fluids. Cutting-fluid 
filters differ in size, shape, and design concept. Costs of filters 
also vary greatly with the degree of sophistication. 
For the mass metal-machining plant, it is more economical to employ 
the central filtration system than it is to use many individual sumps. 
Central filtration systems are best suited to massproduction facilities 
where a number of common metal-removing operations may be grouped to- 
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gether to use a single cutting fluid. If the proper size of the system 
is selected, the high cost of initial installation of a central system 
can be more than offset by lower operating cost. As for the job-shop 
type operation, the filter used can be as small as an automobile oil 
filter. In chapter three we will outline some useful guidelines for the 
selection of a proper filter. 
In order to test the effectiveness of a cutting-fluid filter, an 
experiment was conducted to see if there were benefits to be gained by 
using the cutting-fluid filter. The details of the design of experiment 
and of the analysis of the results will be presented in chapter four. 
Cutting fluids have been given a very low priority in the industry 
despite their significant contributions to the machining operation. We 
have discussed the benefits of the cutting fluids and the cleaning 
methods here in the hope that the proper use and the maintenance of the 
cutting fluid will receive the serious consideration that they merit. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
SELECTING A CUTTING FLUID : 
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE 
Cutting fluids can act as coolants and as lubricants. It is very 
important to determine what requirements a cutting fluid must satisfy 
before selecting the fluid itself. Today, there are many kinds of 
cutting fluids available for various needs. In this chapter, the 
emphasis will be placed on the criteria for,cutting fluid selection and 
on the performance of various cutting fluids. Because there are many 
variables involved in the cutting operations, the selection of an 
appropriate cutting fluid becomes complicated; some problems and sol- 
utions are considered below. 
I. Types of cutting fluids 
There are four major classes of cutting fluids, each having its own 
distinctive characteristics. The four types are cutting oils, emul- 
sified oils, chemical and semi-chemical fluids, and gaseous fluids. We 
will discuss each type of fluid individually. 
1. Cutting oils 
Cutting oils are made from mineral oils, marine oils, animal 
oils, and vegetable oils, and may be used singly or in combination. 
The application of pure mineral oil should be restricted to very 
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light duty operations on those metals of high machinability, 
such as aluminum, magnesium, brass, and sulfurized, free-cutting 
steels. Compounded cutting oils are made by blending polar 
additives and/or chemical additives with mineral oils. The polar 
additives are oils, fats, certain waxes, and synthetic materials 
which are added to mineral oils to increase their load-carrying 
capacity or cutting capabilities. Many synthetic polar additives 
are used as partial boundary lubricants. The oil polar additive is 
used to wet and penetrate the chip/tool interface by reducing the 
inter facial tension between the oil and the workpiece. This is 
achieved by polarity or affinity of the polar additive for the 
metal substrate. Sometimes, in order to increase the melting 
point of the film and to enhance its toughness, some extreme pressure 
additives such as chlorine and sulfur are added. 
Animal fats and oils are derived from the fatty tissue of 
animals such as swine and sheep. They are used as additives 
because they are good boundary lubricants and because they can 
reduce the friction heat in machining operations. However, animal 
oils tend to become rancid and malodorous. 
Vegetable oils are derived by crushing and rendering the 
kernels, seeds, and even whole fruit of some plants. There are two 
types of vegetable oils, drying and non-drying oils. The drying 
oils usually require further processing. The non-drying type of 
vegetable oils such as coconut oil and palm oil can be used dir- 
ectly as lubricants or cutting fluids. 
Marine oils usually exhibit a high degree of unsaturation. 
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One exception is sperm oil, which is derived from the sperm whale, 
whose extent of stauration is similar to that of animal oils. It 
is now a very widely used lubricant. The marine oils are good bound- 
ary lubricants. However, these oils must be treated to eliminate the 
odor before use. 
Chemical additives such as chlorine, sulfur, and phosphorus are 
used to lower the cutting forces, reduce the chip thickness, and im- 
prove the surface finish. Sulfur and chlorine are both very effective 
in preventing metal welding. Of these, phosphorus is the most effect- 
ive in reducing friction and wear. It is worth noting that unlike 
sulfur additives, phosphorus additives are non-staining to most metals. 
To meet the varying needs of industry, manufacturers usually use 
a combination of both polar and the chemical additives. A partial list 
of compounded cutting oils available includes: 
(1) Fattymineral oil blends 
(2) Sulfurized fattymineral oils 
(3) Chlorinated fatty or nonfatty minerals 
(4) Sulfurized mineral oils 
(5) Sulfochlorinated mineral oils 
(6) Sulfochlorinated fatty oil blends 
(7) Any of the above also containing phosphorus, other metal salts, and 
solid lubricants 
(8) Any combination of any of the above 
R.K. Springborn, ed., Cutting and Grinding Fluids: Selection and 
Application (Michigan: ASTME), p.36 
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2. Emulsified oils (Watermiscible) 
Emulsified oils are oil droplets suspended in water by blend- 
ing the oil with emulsifying agents and other materials. Emulsi- 
fied oils range in appearance from milky to clear and provide 
combined cooling and lubrication action for the high speed mach- 
ining. Water-miscible cutting fluids are available in many 
forms and variations. The water-miscible fluid, which is mixed 
with emulsified oils, contains emulsified particles large 
enough to reflect almost all incident light and so appears milky. 
The advantages of the water-miscible cutting fluids over the 
other types are: 
(1) reducing the cutting temperature 
(2) offering a cleaner working condition 
(3) improving industrial safety 
(4) lower cost of fluids 
(5) better operator acceptance 
Water-miscible fluids offers less degree of rust control and 
corrosion inhibition than cutting oils: this is because they 
contain water. Also, the viscosity of the water-miscible fluid 
is inferior to that of cutting oils. However, their cooling 
effect is much superior to that of cutting oils. To improve 
their effectiveness as a lubricant, some fatty oils such as lard 
oils and esters may be added. 
Once the fatty oils are added, the emulsified fluids are 
generally used on soft, stringy, non-ferrous alloys. Chemical 
additives may also be added to improve the performance of the 
cutting fluids. _7_ 
The ratio of mixture with water is usually from 1 : 10 to 
1 : 40, depending on whether lubrication or cooling effect is the 
primary objective. 
Water usually contains minerals, which will decrease the 
cooling effect. Therefore, many users of this kind of fluid use 
de-ionized water instead of natural water for dilution. 
3. Chemical and semi-chemical Fluids (Watermiscible) 
Chemical and semi-chemical solutions, when diluted with water, 
vary in appearance from translucent to completely clear. They are 
also called synthetic or semi-synthetic cutting fluids. 
(1) Chemical Fluids 
Chemical fluids are available in three different types: true 
solution type, wetting agent type, and wetting agent type 
with extreme pressure lubricant. Commercially, they fall 
into two general categories, namely those with and those 
without the wetting agents. Those with wetting agents possess 
characteristics such as lubricity, low surface tension and 
rust-inhibition, and they leave a liquid residue. Those 
without the wetting agents provide excellent rust control but 
have little lubricating effect. Fluids without the wetting 
agents are usually used in rough grinding operations. 
(2) Semi-chemical Fluids 
The major difference between the semi-chemical fluids and 
chemical fluids is that the semi-chemical type contains very 
small amounts of mineral oil and other additives. Additives 
are used to enhance the lubricating properties. This kind of 
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fluid possesses the best qualities of both chemical and normal 
water emulsions. Chemical and semi-chemical cutting fluids 
2 
offer the following benefits: 
a) rapid heat dissipation and good control of machining accuracy. 
b) a high degree of cleanliness resulting in clean machine tool 
surfaces and clean coolant troughs 
c) good detergent properties which aid in the maintenance of open 
and free-cutting grinding wheels 
d) excellent workpiece visibility 
e) very light residual films which are easy to remove 
f) good mixability, mix with very little agitation necessary 
g) excellent resistance to rancidity, a property which extends 
j. -}■ 
tool life in the machine 
h) relatively easy concentration control, with less interference 
from tramp oils 
Inevitably, there are some disadvantages associated with the 
chemical and semi-chemical cutting fluids. These disadvantages 
are: 
a) lack of lubricity (in the chemical fluids), which may cause 
sticking in the moving parts of the machine tools. 
b) high detergency, which may irritate sensitive skin where 
operator exposure is continual for long periods of time 
c) tendency to foam in high agitation operations 
2 
D.B. Dallas, ed, Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook, 
(Michigan: SME, 1976), pp. 2-7. 
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4. Gaseous Fluids and Other Fluids 
Gaseous fluids can perform both cooling and lubricating 
functions. Among all the gaseous fluids, air is the most 
commonly used. They can be used either in natural form or in 
compressed form. Argon, helium, and nitrogen have been used to 
prevent the oxidation of workpiece and chip, but their high 
cost always discourages the users. 
Other fluids such as chlorinated solvents can sometimes be 
found in use at smaller job shops. Ihe major disadvantages of 
these latter is that they are highly toxic. If they are used, 
good protection devices must be provided. 
II. Methods of Cutting Fluid Application 
Cutting fluids are applied to the machining zone in four different 
ways: by manual application, by flood applications, by aircarried mist, 
and by chilled fluid application. 
1. Manual Application 
Manual application is the least costly method. A brush and 
an oil can are all the eqiupment needed. The manual application 
method can most commonly be found in drilling and tapping oper- 
ations. 
2. Flood Application 
Ihe flood application method uses a low-pressure pump to 
deliver the fluid from the sump through pipes and valves to a 
nozzle mounted aboue the cutting zone. Ihe fluid flows down 
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through the nozzle and floods the workpiece, tool, and chips. 
The used fluid is then collected in the chip pan and returned to 
the pump sump. This method is most widely used in the metal 
machining industry. To achieve the best results, fluids should 
be properly applied to the machining zone. Sometimes two nozzles 
have to be used simultaneously to assure the effects of cooling 
and/or lubricating. Following is an example of fluid application 
on a turning operation. 
FIG. 2-1 VARIOUS METHODS OF FLOODING A TURNING OPERATION 
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Figure 21a shows the stream of the fluid not being applied 
directly to the interface zone of the tool and the workpiece: 
this method of application will not yield the best results. 
Figure 2-lb shows the fluid being applied directly to the chip 
forming area; this method of application cools very effectively. 
Figure 2-lc shows a second nozzle on the bottom of the machining 
zone. In this case, the cooling and the lubricating effects are 
even better. However, the lubrication effect diminishes as the 
cutting speed increases. 
3. Air-carried Mist 
Air-carried mists are used more for coooling than for lub- 
rication, although with extreme additives, they may provide some 
boundary lubrication. Basically, two types of mist generators are 
commonly used, namely, aspirator and pressure-fed. The aspirator 
type is less expensive than the pressure-fed. 
Mist cooling is best suited to cuts, such as end milling, 
where the speed is high and the areas of cut are low. 
The worst disadvantage of this method is that the mist may be 
harmful to the operator's health. The fire hazard is another 
disadvantage if combustible fluids are used. 
4. Chilled Fluid Application 
Chilled fluid application is the most expensive method to use. 
Its main purpose is to keep the cutting fluid below ambient 
temperature so as to increase the tool life. Fivefold tool life 
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3 increases have been reported with aerospace materials.  How- 
ever, the operating cost is usually too high to be justified 
economically. 
III.Cutting Fluid Selection 
To select an appropriate cutting fluid is a complex decision. In 
this section, we discuss two criteria for fluid selection, namely type 
of machining and work material. 
1. Selection Based on Type of Machining 
a) Turning 
Soluble oil is the most coirmonly used fluid in turning 
operations because of its lower cost and its ability to flush 
away chips. Soluble oils are non-flammable and non-toxic and are 
safe to use with virtually all metals without fear of staining. 
However, soluble oil emulsions are far less effective than 
other cutting fluids for promoting cutting action. When the 
requirements of surface smoothness and dimensional accuracy are 
stringent, some oil or nonaqueous oil mixture will be added. 
Pure mineral oil is used particularly when the work material 
is not easily machined or when the specified finish exceeds the 
capability of soluble oil. 
b) Milling 
Cutting fluids are usually used with high-speed cutters in 
3 
'R.K. Springbron, ed., Cutting and Grinding Fluids; Selection 
and Application (Michigan: ASTME, 1967) p. 51 
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milling steel, copper base alloys, and heat-resisting alloys. 
When heavy roughing cuts are taken on annealed steel, cooling 
of the tools and flushing away of chips are important, and finish 
is of lesser importance. On the contrary, in light finishing 
cuts, surface finish may be far more important than cooling and 
flushing away chips. Therefore, to select a cutting fluid, one 
should first know the priority of these requirements. 
In milling operations, cutting fluids are usually distributed 
by nozzles to the cutter and workpiece. A pressure of 5 psi or 
less is usually sufficient. High pressure results in loss of 
fluid by splashing and serves no useful purpose. The width of 
the nozzle should approach the width of the cut to maintain 
uniform distribution of the fluid. 
In peripheral milling, the nozzle should be at the outgoing 
side of the cutter, so that the stream of cutting fluid hits the 
outgoing teeth and outer surface of the chip. 
In face milling, best results are obtained by applying the 
cutting fluid to the side where the cutting is done rather than 
to the idle side. 
Another effective method of application consists of spraying 
the fluid with compressed air and directing the jets of vapor at 
the area being milled. The use of this method is especially 
effective in large milling installations where it would otherwise 
be difficult to supply liquid to, and collect it from, the cutting 
area. -14- 
c) Shaping 
A flood of cutting fluid is seldom used for shaping oper- 
ations, because chip disposal and cooling are not necessary. The 
cutting fluid, however, can be used to improve dimensional 
accuracy/ surface finish, and tool life by minimizing the ad- 
herence of workmetal to the tool. When cutting fluids are used, 
the most common practice is to apply.the undiluted fluid with a 
brush or swab. 
Sulfurized cutting oils are commonly used for steels. How- 
ever, many non-ferrous metals are susceptible to staining from 
sulfurized oils; when a cutting fluid is needed for shaping these 
metals, a mixture of about 90% kerosine and 10% lard oil.is 
recommended. 
d) Tapping 
A cutting fluid is more important in tapping than in most 
other machining operations because tap teeth are more susceptible 
to damage from heat than are most other cutting-tool surfaces, 
and because chips are more likely to become congested in tapping 
than in those operations in which the cutters are not surrounded 
by the work material. Cutting fluids are generally used in 
tapping all metals except cast iron. 
For tapping deep holes or blind holes in cast iron, however, a 
cutting fluid or an air blast is recommended. A weak soluble 
emulsion of oil in water or plain water with a rust inhibitor 
have both been successfully used. 
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Cutting fluids most commonly used for tapping various metals 
4 
are listed in Table 2-1.  Regardless of the type of cutting 
fluid used, application is important and is usually more dif- 
ficult than in operations such as turning or milling. To insure 
maximum effectiveness, the cutting fluid should be directed at 
the tap with pressure enough to force it down to the flutes of 
the tap. Under extreme conditions, as in the tapping of deep 
blind holes, the cutting fluid should be directed at the tap in 
two streams, one on each side of the tap and as nearly parallel 
as possible to the axis of the tap. 
Another important consideration is removal of fine metal 
particles from recirculating fluid. This swarf is highly 
abrasive. Recirculated fluids should be screened or filtered to 
maintain their quality. 
X(b) 
Sulfudzod 
and                                         Keroslne Llelit Sulfui'tzod      chlorinated Soluble               plus mineral 
Metal                                                              oil                     oil                      oil                 lard oil oil Dry 
Steel, Ro 5 to 30    X 
Steel, R.; 30 to 40 X 
Steel. R.: 40 to 55  X(a) 
Stainless steel       X X 
Gray iron   ... X(b) 
Malleable or nodular Iron     X ... X 
Aluminum and alloys ... X X 
Copper and alloys  ... X X 
Heat-resisting alloys (c)     X(d) X(d) ... X(d) 
(a) Highly chlorinated, (b) Dry tapping may recommended, (c) Nickel or cobalt base. Id) 
cause chip conyestion in deep or blind holes: Some staining of the work may result from the 
for these, an air blast or a weak soluble-oil: use of sulfurized oils: when this Is objection- 
water emulsion (1 part oil to 40 parts water) is able, kerosine plus lard oil can be used. 
TABLE 2-1 CUTTING FLUIDS COMMONLY USED IN 
TAPPING VARIOUS METALS 
4
*T. Lyman, ed., Metals Handbook, eth ed. Vol. 3, American Society 
for Metals, Metal Park, Ohio, p.118. 
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e) Honing 
Lubrication is more critical in honing than in most other 
metal-removing operations. No single honing fluid possesses a 
maximum of all properties needed for honing. Therefore, some 
compromise must be made, and mixtures of two or more liquids are 
commonly used. The oils used in honing serve toro main purposes: 
1) promoting cutting action by flushing workpiece metal and 
particles of abrasive from the honing stones, thus pre- 
venting the stones from loading and glazing; 
2) maintaining an almost constant workpiece temperature, and 
thus minimizing dimensional variation due to expansion and 
contraction. 
Honing fluid characteristics can directly influence quality or 
economy, or both. Viscous, gummy fluids, or fluids containing 
suspended solids, can cause a soft-bonded abrasive to lose 
efficiency and can generate excessive heat from friction. 
For honing operations, water-based solutions are seldom used 
for honing fluids, because they are poor lubricants and have 
insufficient viscosity to prevent chatter. 
Mineral seal oil is effective and is widely used for pro- 
duction honing. This oil is a water-white product having a 
higher viscosity than kerosine. Its flash point also is higher 
than that of kerosine, and it is less likely to cause skin 
irritation. Mineral oils similar to those used for other mach- 
ining operations have also proved satisfactory when one part oil 
is mixed with four parts kerosine. Buffers are often added to 
-17- 
honing fluids to minimize or prevent chatter of the honing stones 
and thus prevent their premature disintegration. Buffer mat- 
erials absorb shock and fluctuations in force. Animal oils, 
including tallow, lanolin and lard oils, are usually the most 
economical buffers, despite their relatively high cost because 
they are very durable. 
2. Selection Based on Type of Work Material 
a) Tool Steel 
Water-soluble or sulfurized oil should be used as a cutting 
fluid, especially when one is drilling tool steels. The cutting 
fluid should be directed onto the cut, and the rate of flow must 
be sufficient to cool the drill point. In the machining jof tool 
steel, the higher the production rate, the more important the 
cooling function. 
b) Stainless Steel 
The machining of stainless steel without a cutting fluid is 
usually restricted to low production quantities or to specific 
jobs in which the use of cutting fluid is impractical, such as 
the machining of large workpieces or of complex shapes. 
Water-soluble oils and sulfochlorinated cutting oils are the 
cutting fluids most widely used in the machining of stainless 
steels. 
Soluble oils are used for most single-point tool operations 
such as turning and boring. Soluble oils cost less than sul- 
fochlorinated oils, are easy to supply to the cutting area in 
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copious amounts, and function as an acceptable means of cooling 
and flushing away chips. Soluble oils are also used successfully 
for milling, for machining in turret lathes, and for bar and 
chucking machines especially when several operations take place 
consecutively or simultaneously. 
For broaching of stainless steels, best results are obtained 
with additive-type cutting oils. The same applies to tapping and 
to die-threading. Soluble oil is also used for sawing tool steels. 
c) Cast Iron 
Cast iron is frequently machined without a cutting fluid, 
unless the operation (e.g. threading) requires good lubrication. 
Conventional cutting fluids are not suitable for machining cast 
iron. The reason is that the powdery chips generated by- the 
machining tend to cake in the grooves and crevices of the machine 
tool. Detergent water-soluble emulsions have been developed 
specifically for machining iron castings. 
Because of the excellent cooling properties of water-soluble 
fluids, rapid generation of thermal cracks may occur in carbide 
tools used in roughing operations. The portion of the cutting 
edge that is buried in the cut becomes extremely hot, and after 
leaving the cut it is immediately subjected to quenching. This 
rapid succession of heating and cooling in interrupted cutting 
causes small thermal cracks, which grow rapidly from the cutting 
edge and ultimately result in tool breakage. Tool breakage is 
even more likely to occur when the more crater-resistant grades 
of carbide are used. We found this phenomenon in our experiment. 
It is essential to cool the workpiece; therefore, the coolant 
flow should be directed to cool only the workpiece and to miss 
the tool. 
Rust control is another important consideration in machining 
cast iron. There are two methods of rust control, namely, the 
use of coolant containing a rust inhibitor, and the use of a 
vacuum or suction system. The vacuum system keeps work areas 
clean and avoids thermal cracks and rusting of the machined 
parts, and is often used to remove the chips themselves. 
e) Refractory Metals 
Water-miscible emulsions are suitable for most of the re- 
fractory metal machining operations; exceptions are drilling, 
tapping, and reaming. For these exceptions, cutting oils that 
,.  contain sulfur or chlorine.are preferred. Oils that contain 
sulfur or chlorine are also preferred for nearly all machining 
operations on columbium, except turning, for which a water- 
miscible emulsion is preferred. When tungsten is heated for 
machining, no cutting fluid is needed. When tungsten is not 
heated, a chlorinated cutting oil is preferred. 
e) Aluminum 
The cuttting fluids for machining aluminum can be a mineral 
oil, a water-miscible emulsion, or a chemical solution. Cutting 
fluids containing compounds of sulfur or chlorine or both are 
seldom used, and they are not usually used for machining aluminum 
because they leave stains on the workpieces. 
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Water-miscible oil is used as an aluminum cutting fluid 
usually in ratios of one part oil to 20 30 parts water, unless 
otherwise specified by the manufacturers. 
Mineral oil, when used as a cutting fluid, may contain a fatty 
additive. However, the low-viscosity type of oil is preferred 
for higher speec machining, because better cooling can be ob- 
tained through easier flow of the cutting fluid. A generous flow 
of cutting fluid is essential. A low-viscosity mineral oil is 
preferred for machining aluminum alloys in automatic machines: 
it dissipates heat quickly, washes away the chips, and — be- 
cause of its low viscosity — allows the chips to settle out in 
the sumps of larger equipment. This settling action prevents 
clogging of the sump drains. 
When high temperature or high pressures are encountered at the 
cutting point of the tool, special oils consisting of 5 to 10% 
fatty additives in a light mineral oil are recommended. Among 
the fatty additives commonly used are oleic acid, neat's-fcot 
oil, and lard oil. The flash point of cutting fluids should be 
o .  5 
above 270 F to reduce the danger of fire. 
Chemical solutions are effective as cutting fluids for mach- 
ining aluminum, and they are especially desirable when a trans- 
parent fluid is needed to permit the work to be viewed during 
machining. Unfortunately, some of them stain the workpiece. 
5 
T. Lyman, ed., Metal Handbooks, 8th ed., Vol. 3, American 
Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, P.443. 
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Therefore, the chemical solution is better suited for rough- 
ing operations where the surface finish is not essential. Stick 
grease is sometimes used in band-sawing, circular-sawing, and 
abrasive-belt, abrasive-disk or abrasive-wheel polishing and 
grinding. 
Continuous filtering of the cutting fluids to remove chips, 
slivers grindings, and other■foreign material is especially 
desirable, because aluminum alloys are relatively soft and are 
easily damaged by a contaminated cutting fluid. 
f) Beryllium 
Beryllium is usually machined dry. However, a cutting fluid 
is needed for the deep-hole drilling. The most commonly used 
cutting fluids are water-miscible emulsions. The sulfurized and 
chlorinated grades of water-miscible oils are not recommended, 
because they may discolor or corrode the work material. If 
cutting fluid is applied, the workpiece should be thoroughly 
washed in water and dried after machining. 
An advantage of using a cutting fluid is that it is helpful in 
suppressing beryllium dust. A disadvantage is that it makes chip 
disposal more costly. 
g) Copper and Copper Alloys 
For most operations, water-miscible oil is adequate as an 
antiweld agent. When a very fine surface finish is required, 
results can be improved by using a light mineral oil or a mineral 
oil mixed with some lard. Oil with a higher content of lard is 
used for the alloys that produce extremely tough, stringy chips, 
-2"2- 
or where the finish is critical, as in the cutting of fine 
threads. 
Sulfurized, chlorinated or sulfochlorinated oil is sometimes 
used as a cutting fluid, particularly for machining copper alloys 
that contain substantial amounts of nickel. When sulfurized or 
chlorinated oil is used for machining any copper alloy, the 
workpieces should be cleaned immediately after machining, in 
order to prevent staining. 
h) Magnesium Alloys 
When high speeds are used in machining magnesium, there is 
danger of fire, particularly when fine chips are being produced, 
although sharp tools greatly reduce this .danger. A stream of. 4 
to 5 gallons of cutting fluid per minute will virtually eliminate 
the fire hazard. 
To insure adequate cooling, one should use a cutting oil of 
low viscosity. To prevent corrosion of the magnesium, one should 
keep the free acid content of the cutting fluid below 0.2%. 
Vegetable or animal oils should not be used. In a few appli- 
cations, water-miscible oil emulsions have been used succesfully 
in machining magnesium, but this practice is dangerous and is not 
recommended. Water will exacerbate any chip fires and will also 
make the reclaiming of machining scrap very inefficient. 
T. Lyman, ed., Metals Handbook, 8th ed., Vol. 3, American 
Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, p.843. 
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i) Nickel and Nickel Alloys 
In many applications, nickel alloys respond well to 
ordinary sulfurized mineral oil; sulfur imparts improved 
lubricity and antiweld properties. High-speed machining 
operations that create high temperatures might preclude the 
use of a sulfurized oil, since sulfur makes carbide tools 
brittle. 
Water-based fluids are preferred in high-speed turning, 
milling and grinding, because of their greater cooling ef- 
ficiency. For slower-speed operations, such as drilling, 
boring, tapping and broaching, heavy lubricants and very 
rich mixtures of chemical solutions are needed. 
A cutting fluid of the spray-mist type is adequate for 
simple turning operations on all alloys. 
j) Titanium Alloys 
Titanium alloys develop higher temperature in the cutting 
zone than do many other metals, because od the characteristic- 
ally smaller chip-tool contact area and poorer thermal con- 
ductivity of titanium. For this reason, the cutting fluid is 
particularly important. 
Water-miscible oil emulsions are generally used when cutting 
conditions are not severe. Chlorinated fluids and so].vents 
should be avoided in processing titanium vorkpieces when non- 
chlorinated fluids satisfy the requirements, because chloride 
residues may remain on the parts and contribute to stress-cor- 
rosion cracking in service. 
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A water-base solution of barium hydroxide is effective as 
cutting fluid for titanium. However, because of its toxicity, 
fumes should be evacuated from the cutting area to protect the 
operator. 
k) Zinc Alloy Die Castings 
When large amounts of metal are being removed, the use of a 
cutting fluid is recommended. The cutting fluids most commonly 
used for this kind of work material are: 
1) Mineral seal oil 
2) Kerosine and light machine oil at the ratio 50 : 50 
3) Pure kerosine 
4) Water irascible oil emulsions 
5) Kerosine with some lard oil added 
6) Mixtures of turpentine and kerosine 
Mixtures of kerosine and lard oil are highly efficient, but 
they cost more than mineral seal oil, kerosine, or water- 
miscible oil emulsions. Moreover, lard-oil mixtures are dif- 
ficult to remove from machined workpieces. The removal of 
cutting fluids from complex parts is likely to be a problem and 
is a major consideration, in the selection of a cutting fluid, 
because machined parts must be free of foreign materials before 
receiving finish. 
1) Powder Metallurgy Parts 
Cutting fluids are less often required in machining powder 
metallurgy parts, because powder metallurgy parts are easier 
to machine than are wrought parts. If the cutting fluid is 
r-,25-, 
required for some reason, a stream of low-pressure air will 
usually suffice for cooling the tools and removing chips. 
Cutting fluids should not be used for machining powder metal- 
lurgy parts that have been or will be impregnated with a lub- 
ricant, for if a cutting fluid is used on as-yet-impregnated 
parts, pores will absorb the cutting fluid, which must then be 
removed before impregnation. 
Under special circumstances, light mineral oil is used, partly 
as a means of preventing rust or corrosion during subsequent 
processing and storage. 
At the end of this chapter, a cutting fluid recommendation 
chart published by ASTME is presented. This chart should serve 
as a convenient guide for cutting fluid selection. However, any 
material not listed in the .chart may have its own distinctive 
characteristics, and some preliminary test may be necessary. The 
following are charts for cutting fluid selection excerpted from 
7 
the ASTME publication. 
7 .... 
R.K. Springborn, ed., Cutting and Grinding Fluids: Selection 
and Application (Michigan: ASTME, 1967) p. 54-65 
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TABLE 2-2      Peconmendation Chart for Cutting & Grinding Fluids 
and Application Methods - Turn, Face Mil, End Mil 
Material Identification 
Groups 
Type 
of Cm 
Turn. Bore. Face, Groove, 
Form. Cutotr, Box Turn. Trepan Face Mill End Mill 
• 
All 
HSS Carbide HSS Carbide HSS Carbide 
Low-Medium Carbon 
Free Machining Steels' 
F 
3.1-3.12.2.1-2.10 
F 
0,3-3.12,2-2.10 
F 
1-1.4.1.10-1.12 
F 
0.2-2.10.1.10-1.12 
F 
1-1.4.2.3-2.10 
F 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
Low Allov Scruclural 
Steels (Mariensitic)* 
Rough 
Finish 
F 
1.-1.16.2.-2.10 
3.1-3.7 
F 
0.1-1.21 
0.3.1-3.13 
F 
1-1.21 
1-1.21 
F 
0,2.1-2.10 "• 
0,3.1-3.12   / 
F 
1-1.9.2.1-2.10 
3.4-3.12 
F 
2.1.2.2 
3.1-3.12 
Hoi Work Die Steels 
(Mariensitic)1 
Rough 
Finish 
F 
1-1.21.1.28 
1-1.21,1.28 
F 
0.1.10-1.12.1.28 
0.3.1-3.12.1.28 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.28 
2.3-2.10.1.28 
F 
2.1-2.10.1.28 
3.1-3.12,1.28 
F 
1-1.12.1.28 
3.4-3.7.1.28 
F 
2.1-2.10.1.28 
Stainless Steels 
(AuMenitic)' 
Rough 
Finish 
F 
1.10-1.16.1.31 
3.4-3.7.2.13 
F 
0,2.1-2.10.1.31 
0.2.1-2.10,1.31 
F 
2.3-2.10.2.13 
3.4-3.7.2.13 
F 
0,2.2,2.13 
3.1-3.3.2.13 
T 
2.3-2.10.1.31 
3.4-3.7.2.13 
F 
0.2.2.2.13 
•     3.1-3.3.2.13 
Stainless Steels 
(Mariensitic)1 
Rough 
Finish 
F 
1.10-1.16.1.31 
3.4-3.7.2.13 
F 
0.2.1-2.10.1.31 
0,2.1-2.10.1.31 
F 
2.3-2.10.2.13 
3.4-3.7.2.13 
F 
()•">■> 13 
3.1-3.3,2.13 
F 
2.3-2.10,1.31 
3.43.7.2.13 
F 
O""" 13 
3.1-3.3,2.13 
Precipitation Hardening 
Stainless Steels* 
Rough 
Finish 
F 
1.10-1.16.1.31 
3.4-3.7,2.13 
F 
0,2.1-2.10,1.31 
0,2.1-2.10.1.31 
F 
2.3-2.10.2.13 
3.4-3.7.2.13 
F 
0,2.2.2.13 
3.1-3.3.2.13 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.31 
3.4-3.7.2.13 
F 
0.2.2.2.13 
3.1-3.3.2.13 
Maraging Steels' Rough 
Finish 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.29 
2.3-2.10,2.12 
F 
0.1.13-1.21.1.2" 
0.2.3-2.10.1.251 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.20 
2.3-2.10.2.12 
F 
0,1.13-1.21.1.251 
0.2.3-2.10,1.29 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.29 
2.3-2.10.2.12 
F 
0.1.13-1.21.1.29 
0,2.3-2.10.1.29 
Nickel Base Alloys" Rough 
Finish 
F 
I.I 3-1.21.1.2!) 
2.3-2.10.2.12 
F 
0.1.13-1.21.1.251 
0.2.3-2.10.1.20 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.29 
2.3-2.10,2.12 
F 
0.1.131.21.1.25) 
0.2.3-2.10.1.2!> 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.29 
2.3-2.10.2.12 
F 
0.1.13-1.21.1.29 
0.2.3-2.10.1.251 
Cobalt Base Alloys* Rough 
Finish 
F 
I.I3-I.2I.I.30 
2.3-2.10.2.12 
F 
0.1.13-1.21.1.30 
0.2.3-2.10.1.30 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.30 
2.3-2.10.2.12 
F 
0.1.13.1.21.1.30 
0.2.3-2.10.1.30 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.30 
2.3-2.10.2.12 
F 
0.1.13-1.21.1.30 
0.2.3-2.10.1.31) 
Cast Iron" Rough 
Finish 
M-F 
2.1-2.10,1.24 
3.1-3.3,2.1-2.2 
M-F 
0,2.3-2.10.1.24 
0.3.1-3.3,2.1-2.2 
M-F 
2.3-2.10 
3.8-3.12 
M-F 
0,2.3-2.10 
3.8-3.12 
M-F 
2.3-2.10 
3.8-3.12 
M-F 
0.2.3-2.10 
3.8-3.12 
Magnesium and Alloys" All 
M-F 
0.I.23.I.2IS.3.20 
M-F 
0.1.23.1.20.3.20 
M-F 
0,1.22.1.23.1.26 
M-F 
0.1.22.1.23.1.26 
M-F 
0.1.22.1.23.1.26 
M-F 
0.1.22.1.23.1.26 
Aluminum and Allovs1* All 
M-F 
3.3.2.1.1.20.3.20 
M-F 
3.3.2.1.1.26.3.20 
M-F 
3.3.2.1.1.26 
M-F 
3.1.3.3.2.1.1.26 
M-F 
3.1-3.3.2.1.1.26 
M-F 
3.1-3.3.2.1.1.26 
Copper and Alloys11 Rough 
Finish 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.24,1.25 
2.3-2.10.1.24.1.25 
F 
2.1.2.2.1.25.3.1 
2.1.2.2.1.25.3.1 
F 
2.1.2.2.1.25 
F F F 
2.1.2.2.1.25 
2.1.2.2.1.25 . 
Titanium and Alloys" Rough 
Finish 
M-F 
2.10.3.4.2.11 
2.10.3.4.2.11 
M-F 
1.24.2.11.1.29 
1.24.2.11.1.251 
M-F 
2.10.3.4.2.11 
2.10.3.4.2.11 
M-F 
1.21.2.11.1.27 
1.24,2.11,1.27 
M-F 
2.10.3.4.2.11 
2.10.3.4.2.11 
M-F      .. •. 
1.24.2.11.1.27 
1.24.2.11.1.27 
Beryllium and Alloys" Rough 
Finish 
M-F 
0.2.3-2.10 
0.3.1-3.7 
M-F 
0.2-2.2 
0.3.1-3.3; 
M-F 
0.2.3-2.10 
0.3.4-3.7 
M-F 
0,2-2.2 
0.3.1-3.3 
M-F 
0.2.2-2.10 
(1.3.4-3.7 
M-F 
0.2-2.2 
0.3.1-3.3 
Refrarmries" All 
F 
2.3-2. III. 1.131.10 
F 
'3.4-3.7.1.10-1.12 
F 
2.3-2.10. I.I 3-I.I 6 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.16 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.16 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.16 
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TABLE 2-3      Pecoitmendation Chart for Cutting & Grinding Fluids 
and Application Methods - Mill, Drill, Gundrill 
Material Idrnlilication T\|ie OIIKT Milling: Slab. Sim, 
C.rmi|i> of Cm Mill Saw, Hollow Mill,  Ibread Orill Gundrill • 
"
SS Carbide HSS Carbide H.SS Carbide 
Low.Medium Carbon F F F f P P 
Free Machining Steels' All 3.4-3.ia.l.ll)-l. 12      3.8-a.ia.2.l-2.a       3,4-3,l2.l,5-l,16       3.4-3.I2.2.3-2.10      2.3-3.11».1.10-1.12     2.3-2.I0.I.I0-1.I2 
F                                   F                                  F                                   F                                    HP 
Low Alloy Strucmral               Roui-h        1-I.lfi.2-2,1U                  2.1.2.2                        1.5-1 -21               3.4-3.12.2.3-2.II)               1.5-1.21 l-L-U.Mt-1.16 
Steels (Martcnsiiic)' Finish 3.1-3.7 3.1-3.12 3.4-3.7.2.3-2.11)       3.4-3.12,2,3-2. H) 1.5-1.21 1-1.4.1.10-1.16 
F                                   F                                F.H                               F.ll                                  l» P 
H.u Work Die Steels                RouKh          I-I.2I.1.28                  1-1.4.1.28                     1.5-1.21              3.4-3.12.1.10-1.16              I.S-1.21 1-1.4.1.10-1.16 
(Martensitic)3 Finish 1-1.21.1.28 3.I-3.I2.I.28 3.4-3.7.2.3-2.10   .  3.4-3.l2,I.H)-l.l6 1.5-1.21 1-1.4.1.10-1.16 
F                                  F                                F.H                               F.H                                  P P 
Stainless Siecls                          Ruii|>h        2.3-2.10.1.31             2.3-2.10.1.31                   1.5-1.16              3.4-3.12.2.3-2.10               1.5-1.16                      1.10-1.12 
(Ausleniiicl' Finish 2.3-2.10,2.13 2.3-2.10.1.31 1.5-1.16 3.4-3.I2.2.3-2.10 1.5-1.16 3.4-3.12 
F                                   K                                F.H                               F.H                                  P P 
Stainless Steels                           Roush        2.3-2.10.1.31             2.3-2.10.1.31                   1.5-1.16              3.4-3.12.2.3-2.10               1.5-1.16                      1.10-1.12 
(Martcnsiiic)' Finish        2.3-2.10.2.13 2,3-2.10.1.31 1.5-1.16 3.4-3,12.2.3-2.UI 1.5-1.16 3.4-3.12 
F                                  F                                F.H                               F.ll                                  l» P 
Precipitation Hardcninc;         Rntij;h        2.3-2.10.1.31             2.3-2.10.1.31                 1.13-1.Hi                  ■ 1.101.12                     1.13-1.16                     1.10-1.12 
Stainless Steels' Finish 2,3-2,10.2.13 2.3-2.10.1.31 1.13-1.16 2.3-2.10 1.13-1.16 2.3-2.10 
F V F.H F.H I* P 
Marat-inn Steels'                     RouKh      1.131.21,1.20          1.13-1.21.1.20           1.13-1.21.1.20           1.13-1.21.1.20           1.17-1.21.1.2!)           1.13-1.21.1.20 
Finish         2.3-2.10.2.12             2.3-2.10.1.20             1.13-1.21.1.20            1,13-1.21.1,20            1,17-1.21.1.20            1.13-1.21.1.20 
F                                  F F.ll.! F.H.I I* P 
Nickel Base Alloys"                  Roiic.lt       1.13-1.21.1.20           1.13-1.21.1.20           1.13-1.21.1.20            1.13-1.21.1.20            1.17-1.21.1.20            I.13-I.21.I.20 
Finish         2.3-2.10.2.12 2.3-2.10.1.20 1.13-1.21.1.20            1.13-1.21.1.20            1.17-1.21.1.20            1.13-1.21.1.20 
'.   F v FTIU F7U P p 
Cobalt Base Alloys"                  RonKh       1.13-1.21.1.30 1.13-1.21.1.30 .1.13-1.21.1.3(1 1.13-1.21.1.30 1.17-1.21.1.30 1.13-1.21.1.30 
              Finish        2.3-2.10.2.12 2.3-2.10.1.30 1.13-1.21.1.30 1.13-1.21.1.31) 1.17-1.2LI.30 1.13-1.21.1.30 
M-F M-K F                                   F    •                               1'                                  I' 
Cast Iron"               "                 Roiiu,h            2.3-2.10 0.2.3-2.10 2.3-2.10                      0.2.1.2.2                           1.21                              1.24 
Finish             3.8-3.12 3.8-3.12 3.4-3.12 3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12                    1.24                              1.24 
M-F M-F                               F                                   F                                    P                                  P 
Magnesium and Alloys"         All           0.1.22,1.23.1.26 0,1.22.1.23.1.26        0,1,22.1.23.1.26        O.I.22.I.23.1.26        0.1.22.1.23,1.26         O.I.22.1.23.I.26 
M-F M-F                               F                                   F                                    1'                                  P 
Aluminum and Alloys" All 2.3-2.10.1.26 3.1-3.3.2.1.1,26 2.3-2.10.1.26 2.1-2.2.1.26 2.3-2.10,1,26 2.3-2.1II.1.26 
F F                               F.ll                               F.ll                                  l»                                  P 
Copper and Alloys"                 RotiKh        2.1-2.10.1.25 2.1.2.2.1.25               2.3-2.10.1.25               2.1-2.2.1.25                        1.24                              1.24 
Finish         2.1-2.10.1.25              2.1.2,2,1.25 2.3-2.10,1,25 2,1-2.2.1.25 L24 1.24 
M-F M-F                           F.H.I                            F.H.I                                 P                                  1'    . 
Titanium and Alloys"             Roui-h        2.10.3.4.2.11 1.24.2.11.1.27                    1.27                              1.27                               1.27                              1.27 
Finish         2.10,3.4.2.11             1.24.2.11.1.27 L27 L27 1.27           1.27 
M-F M-F                               F                                   F                                    P                                  P 
Beryllium and Alloys"            Rtnic.lt   0.1..1.1.0.2.3-2.10 0.1-1.14.2-2.2          2.32.10.1.5-1.0           2.3-2.10.1-1.4           2.3-2.10.1.5-1.0           2.3-2.11). 1-1.4 
Finish            0,3.1-3.7 0.3.1-3.3 2.3-2.1II. 1.5-1.0 2.3-2.10.1-1.4           2.3-2. IO.I.5-1.0           2.3-2.10.1-1.4 
F                . F                            F.H.I.V                       F.II.I.V                              P                                  P 
Refractories" All 2.3-2.I0.I.I3-1.16   2,3-2. HI. 1.101.12 1.13-1.16 1.13-1. Hi 1.13-1,16 1,13-1,16 
The fnlloH-iiit; arc examples (only) of the ni:iu*ri.il crimps listed in T,il>le2~3',i>>'l >»e iml all-mi lusbe. 
'Itlxx 1'l.nn resiilluri/cd carfocin steel: I Ixx: I3xx Manganese slrcl: '23xx Nickel steel; 2"ixx: 3lxx Nit liel-cltrnmc slcel. 
■'41 Sit. 4135.41411: 43411: II)- Tuf <,MCnii ible Slecl C p.inv irf America): AMSIMIM: l7-'.>'.'AS |I4 MV|; II CMV (Chrnniallml. 
'Vacrojcl   lllno ('"Vanadium-Allots Sieel Cn.l:   I lic-tmuld .*» (T"l'niversal-Cyc-lops Speci.iltx- Steel Div . Cwlups Corp.): ratnm.ic  M ('"Allecliem  l.utllunt Steel Corp.); Super Tricent 
('"The liitern.iluiu.il N'ii Irl Co.. Inr.l: Tool steels; ll.ilmmh '.'IH ('"Crucible Slcel Cnmpani uf America): I'cerlesj 5t> ('"Crucible Steel Cumpans of America); CHS S6ll: L'ninuch J 
('"I'niversal-Cwinps Spcii.illv Sleel Div.. Cyclops t'urp.). 
* ASHIi; I'.I'.IDC; N- I5S Mulliinct Alloy ('"I'liimi (allude Corp.. Slrllile Div I; 3111 Crei: Sir.'; 3114. 
'1113 Cres: 4lli Crc«: -til", y. Cres: 4SII Crei: 4'.'L'; I3n K. Cres: 431: 4 in C. Cres. 
•I'll IV7 Mil; 17-4 I'll; 17-T I'll; AM J5U: AM 3SS. 
'CR Still I HI. Ni: CR SSII IW5- Ni: CR 3IIM IH'r Ni: 'J.Vr Si. 
"luinnrl. I tunnel N ('"Ituuiitii-ion Allm I'IIHIIIIIS DIV .1 lie lnterii.ilimi.il Xickcldv. hit .1. Iiiiiiiu-I TOO. 713C. TIN. on I (T"lliiuliui:ii»u Allm I'rniliuls Die .  The lniernjiHin.il Nickel Co. 
Iiu.l. K \l.Mill ('"I In CI..11 Alloy 1'iinliii tv lliv . I he liiiern m.il Nukc-I In. Ini.i; Waspallm ('"I'uti ami Vt'luliiev Ailc rait (nip I. Ken- II ('"Vacuum Melleil Allnii. MelalliirKxal 
I'riulnns Dipt.. I.em-Ml t-lmric Cn.l. II.KIIIIIIV It. C. X ("T nCnlnile (jiip. Stellilr lln.l, Niiniinii mi. 'Ill ('"Henry WinCim .,,,,1 Co.. I.til.l: RSII'i. 
•Ilasncs ■.'!> (I.lioro. SI. 31 ('"Cnicin Cjrlmle Cm p.. Slellnc Dn.l: S-IMi: liK Loll. 
"I.rji: llmiile: Mallcalile. 
"A/. 31. AM '-'in. ANM •.'». AM 74S. 
"•Jil'Jll. '.'O'.'l. "Il-j. 7I7M. ■ —»28 — 
11
 Brasses: Hii"i/cs; Mum/ metal. Nickel sibcr. 
"HAM Mo-IV. liAMV -.'S,. 3AI-I.1V-I ICr. 
"Vjriuus trade names. - -. 
"MciMKlennni. Tungsten. 
'Letters indicate meihuds of application (see.l'ahle IV-3t. 
TABLE 2-4      IteoDmmendation Chart for Cutting & Grinding Fluids 
and Application Methods - Spot Face,  Countersink, Broach 
Material Ideutiluatinu 
Croups 
Tipe 
of Cut 
S|HII Fare. Countersink. 
Kt'itin. Cnttuierhore. Broach 
Tap. Thread. 
Chase 
IISS Carbide HSS Carbide IISS 
l.ou--Medium Carhon 
Free Maihiniut; Steels' 
(•l itifl: Surfaie. 
( Aiindntal. 
internal. 
 Centcrless 
All 
F.ll 
2.1.2.2.1-1.12 
F.I I 
Il.l-I.li 2.3-2.KI.I.5-I.I6 2.3-2.10.1-1.12 
F.H 
I ■!.•.• 3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
l.iiw A III iv Strutlural 
Steels (M.uieiisitkV* 
KOIIKII 
Finish 
F.ll 
2.1-2.2.1-1.21 
3.1-3.3.2.1.2.2 
V.H 
(1.1-1.12 
0,3.1-3.12 
F 
1.5-1.1(i 
2.1-2.2.1.5-1.It> 
F 
1-1.4.2.3-2.10 
I-I.I.2.3-2. Hi 
F.ll 
l-l.lri 
1-1.16 
F 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
3.1-3.3.3.8.3.12 
Hot Work Die Steels 
(Martcnsilic)3 
Ruue,h 
Finish 
F.H 
2.3-2.10.1-1.21 
2.3-2.10.1-1.21 
F.H 
1-1. IK 
3.1-3.12- 
F 
1.5-1.21 
1.5-1.21 
F 
1.5-1.IB 
1.5-1.16 
F.H.I 
1.5-1.21 
1.5-1.21 
F 
1-1.16 
3.1-3.12 
Stainless Steels 
(Austeniiiil' 
Rnuidi 
Finish 
F.H 
1.5-1.21 
2.:i-2.ii) 
F.H 
1.10-1.12 
2.3-2.10 
F 
1.5-1.21     • 
1.5-1.21 
F 
.2.3-2.10.1.13-1.21 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.21 
F.H.I 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.21 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.21 
F 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
Stainless Steels 
(Martcnsilic)* 
Knuidi 
Finish 
F.H 
1.5-1.21 
2.3-2.10 
F.H 
I.I0-I.I2 
2.3-2.10 
F 
1.5.1.21 
1.5-1.21 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.21 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.21 
F.H.I 
1.17-1.21 
I.I7-I.2I 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
Precipitation Hardening 
Stainless Steels* 
Roiie,h 
Finish 
F.ll 
1.III-I.2I 
2.3-2.111 
F.ll 
1.10-1.12 
2.3-2.10 
F 
I.I7-I.2I 
U7-rl.2l 
F 
2.3-2.10. I.I 3-1.21 
2.3-2.10.1.13-1.21 
F.ll.l 
1.17-1.21 
1.17-1.21 
F 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
Manikin); Steels1 Kou^h 
Finish 
F.ll 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
I.I 3-1.21.1.2'.! 
F.H 
1.13-1.21.1.2'.! 
I.I 3-1.2 I.I.2'.i 
F 
I.I 3-1.2 I.I.2'.! 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
F.H.I 
1.17-1.21.1.2'.! 
I.I 7-1.2 I.I.2'.! 
F 
3.8-3.12.1.13-I.I 6 
3.8-3.12. I.I 3-I.I 6 
Nickel Hase Alloys" Kou^h 
Finish 
F.ll 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
F.ll 
1.13-1.2 I.I. 2'.l 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
1.13-1.21.1.2'J 
F.ll.l 
I.I 7-1.2 I.I.2'.! 
I.I 7-1.2 I.I.2'.! 
F 
3.8-3.I2.1.I3-I.IC) 
3.8-3.12.1.13-1. II) 
Cohall llase Allnvs* Rout-h 
Finish 
llast Iron" Ruiiu,h 
Finish 
F.ll 
1.13-1.21.1.30 
I.I3I.2I.I.30 
FJI 
3.8-3.12.2.1.2.10 
3.1 -3.7 
F.ll 
1.13-1.21.1.30 
I.I3-I.2I.I.30 
I'.l I 
0.2.I.2.2 
-3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
F        -. 
1.13-1.21.1.3d 
_l.ljtJ.2l.L30 
F 
3.1-3.12.2.3-2.1(1 
3.1-3.12.2.3-2.1(1 
0.3. 
0.3. 
F 
13-1.21.1.311 
J3_I.2JU.3<>  
"j.     •" 
1-3.12.2.3-2.10 
1-3.12.2.3-2.10 
F.ll.l.- >■ 
1.17-1.21.1.30 
1.17-1.21.1.30 
3.8-3.12.1.13-1.1(5 
3.8-3.12.1.13-1.IB 
F.I I 
(1.3.1-3.12.2.3-2.10 
0.3.-4-3.I2.2.3-2.IO 
3.8-3.12.2.1-2. HI 
3.1-3.7 
Magnesium and Alloys" All 
F.ll 
0.1.22.1.23.1.26 
F.ll 
0.1.22.1.23.1.20 
I- I- 
0.1. . 1.23.1.26        I). 1.22.1.23.1.26 
F.ll 
0.1.22.1.23.1.26 0.1.22.1.26 
Aluminum and Alloys'1 All 
F.ll 
2.1-2.2.1.26 
F.H 
2.1-2.2.1.26 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.26 • » ; 
F 
V.MO.I 1.26 
F.H 
2.3-2. III. 1.21) 2.3-2 
F 
.10.1.26 
Copper and Alloys13 Kuue,h 
Finish 
F.ll 
2.3-2.1 II. 1.21.1.25 
2.3-2.10.1.21.1.25 
F.ll 
2.1-2.2.1.24 
2.L2.2.I.24 
F 
2.3-2. III. 1.2-1 
2.3-2.10.1.2 1 
2.:1 
2.; 
F 
1-2.10.1 
1-2.10.1 
.21 
.21 
F.ll 
1.24 
1.24 3.4-: 
F 
1.7.1.2.') 
Titanium and Alloys" Rou^h 
Finish 
F.ll 
2.11 
2.11 
F.ll 
1.27 
1.27 
F 
1.27 
1.27 
F 
1.27 
1.27 
F.IMI.I 
1.34.1.27 
1.34.1.27 
3.14.: 
3.14.: 
F 
1.15.2.11 
1.15.2.11 
Beryllium and Alloys'1 Knuv,h 
Finish 
F.ll 
0.2.I-2.10 
0.2.1-2.10 
F.H 
0.2.1-2.10, 
0.2.1-2.10 • 
F 
2.3-2.1(1.1.5-1.'.I 
2.3-2.10.1.5-1.'.I 
F 
1-2.2.1- 
1-2.2.1- 
1.-4 
1.4 
F.IMI.I 
2.3-2.10.1.5-1.!! 
2.3-2.I0.I.5-I.'.! 
0.2 
3. 
F 
!. 1 -2.2 
1-3.3 
Kefrai lories'* All 
F.ll 
2.3-2.10. I.I 3-1. Hi 
F.ll 
2.3.2. KM. 13-1. 16 
F 
1.13-1.16 
F 
.13-1.1 6 
F.II.IM 
1.13-1.16 1.10- 
F 
1.16.3.15 
'flit* lultiiMiii^ .ire ex.uu|>lrs (unit) nfilit* iii.iirri.il ^ninps lisicil in T.ihiY 4?-«£.niil .nr not .ill-itulmivv. 
'I0xx I'I.IIII rcMillnri/ril t .iilmii \lrrl: llxx: V.\\\ M.mn.itif.i* Mccl; LMxx NitLcl «*irel; ?*i*x: HKx Xklicl-ihmutt'Mt-t'l. 
'II Hi. M;\r,. II lit: m<i; Ih-lnl ('"Cnmlm- Si.. 1 C,.itip.un nf Aitifih.i): AMMi:ini; | T _'_? AN (II MV): II CMV iduiHiulim). 
aV;i*»i|d   H"«> (T"V.iii.ittiiuif.\Um** Steel in);   I hrritiiilit *i (fMrm\cf,.il-C\i Inps Spit i.tti%  Surl  Div.. C\« Itips ( nip »; I'.i i.n   \l i"*Allvi:hrm  I. 
(,Mlhr Itaifrti.iiiir.it.il Nit Lrl (Ji. Int.);  1'iHtl sirrl*; Il.iluxnh 'J1K I,MCIIH ililt* .Sirt-I (niiip.im ttl Anierif.i); I'lriTless *i>i ('w('.ruitliU' Nice! dimp.im i 
(TX*l ni\t*l\.il(.itlnps .Npri Liliv Sicrl I)i*\. ('.*,« Inp*. I .nip. I. 
*A_Kti: I'l.-iDC. N-i:.:. Miiliimrl Allm (,Mlu (..ulmli* (i.rp.. Sullilc Div): :l< 11 ( rrs. 'Mi'l; :lll-|. 
»l»:t (rev  IliiC'.m;-llii F. c:rr»:4a.MH:rr*4.-rJV:  Wi F. Ctc«.-dt: IWC.Crcv 
'1*11 I.V7 Ml): 17 4 I'll: 17-7 I'll: AM Mil; AM SVi. 
?(.K '.'on ix"; Ni. (;R a."rii !*•"> Si: (iR inn \nrf xj; _;,*-*, \j. 
*l iit-l. IIHMIIW \ i1Mlliiiiiint:it>i) Alln\ riiidiuis Div . I In- lntrtii.iii4Mi.il NitLi-M.o . I in I. IIHOMCI 7iin. 7i:i< . 7|M. <m| ('^Utiinm_i"i' \H<" 1'n.tliMiv 
liii ). K \l....il rMHumii,vi«.ii Alh.t I'M.ih.t^ tliv . | hi* liilriii.iii.Mul \uLil ( <■ . hit t. \\.isp.illnv i'M|'t.ill .mil U|iiini\ Aiui.tll ( <>rp i.Ki-ia- II l,u\ 
I'lniluiM |)tpl . (Tiur.il Fliiim <j» i: ll..snll..v  |l. i . X iM,l tiiim ( .ulmlr Cmp . Stclhu- l)i* »; Nuiiiinii Mi. >HI |IMIUnrv Wiwins .mil (■».. Lull; H 
*ll.t\tw\ 'J'> ll-liii.")). 21. ^1 (TUriii«in (.ulmlr ( mp.. Sullitt- Div ». SlMti; (,F I'ITII. 
'"(.r.iv. Du.ulf. M.ilU-jhlc 
"A/ :ll. AM 'J Ml. ANM '.'J-.. AM TlS. 
'"Ji»;'i». '.'(IJI. in?"-.. 7I7H. 
"HI.KSC*.. HMHI/I"!. Mum/ inrul N'Mlrl %il%cr 
'•MAI 1 MolV.ti.\l-IV.'.»Sll.*tAl.nV.|l( r.  - 
'*V.irwiu» itiiilc ii.uiifs. * ^^ 
*• MtiMHlcmuii. I (itiuMru. 
*1 citcri iiitlK^tr nirth«Hli ol j|*t>)HjihiiMM'r  (.ihle lV-:l) 
iiillnui Sterl 
il Amrriia): 
I In .   Ihrlt 
.iiiiiiiii Mfll 
Luip I: Super  rrurni 
L'HS '„'<><>: I'niniJih 'J 
tcin.Minti.il Nil Lrl < u . 
•iI Ailiivs. Mct.illuruH.il 
TABLE 2-5      Reconroendation Chart for Cutting & Grinding Fluids 
and Application Methods - Grind, Saw, Hone 
Material Identification 
Croups 
Tvpe 
of Cut 
('•rind: Threads, 
liear. Form 
Clear: Mod. Cut. 
Shape. Shave 
Saw: 
Power. Hack. Cuioll' Saw: Abrasive Hone 
All 
F 
3.4-3.12.1.10-1.12 
F 
2.3-2.KI.I-.IO-I.I2 
HSS                          Carbide 
F 
3.1-3.12 
Low-Medium Carbon 
Free Machining Steels' 2.3-2 
F                                   F 
1(1.1. Ill-I.I 2        2.3-2. 111. 1- I.I 
F 
1.10-1.12.1.33 
Low Alloy Structural 
Steels (Martensilic)' 
Rou^h 
Finish 
F 
1-1.21 
3.1-3.12 
F 
1-1.21 
2.3-2.10 
F 
1-1.21 
2.3-2.1II 
F 
1-1.12 
2.3-2. Ill 
F 
3.1-3.12 
3M-3.I2 
F 
.10-1.12.1.33 
.10-1.12.1.33 
Hot Work Die Steels 
(Martensilic)' 
Rou^h 
Finish 
F 
1-1.Hi 
1-1.Hi 
F 
1.5-1.21 
1.5-1.21 
F 
1-1.10 
2.3-2.10 
F 
1-1.12 
3.1-3.12 
F 
3.1-3.12 
3.1-3.12 
F 
.10-1.12.1.33 
.101.12.1.33 
Stainless Steels 
(Austcnitic)' 
Rou^h 
Finish 
F 
Liu-i.u; 
1.10-1.In 
F 
1.13-1.16 
1-1.4 
F 
1.13-1.16 
2.3-2.10 
F 
1.10-1.12 
2.3-2.HI 
F 
1-1.12 
3.1-3.12 
F 
.10-1.12.1.33 
Stainless Steels 
(Martensitii)' 
Rou^h 
Finish 
F 
I.IO-I.IG 
1.10-1.16 
F 
1.13-1.16 
1-1.4 
F 
1.13-1.16 
2.3-2.10 
F 
1.1(1-1.12 
2.3-2.Ill 
F 
1-1.12 
3.1-3.12 
F 
.10-1.12:1.33 
.10-1.12.1.33 
Precipitation Hardening 
Stainless Steels' 
Rout;h 
Finish 
F 
I.IO-l.lli 
1.10-1.Hi 
F 
1.13-1.16 
1.13-1.16 
F 
1.13-1.16 
I.I 3-1.16 
F 
1.1(11.12 
1.10-1.12 
F 
1.13-1.16 
3.4-3.12 
F 
.10-1.12.1.33 
III-I.I 2.1.33 
MaratriiiH Steels' ROUKII 
Finish 
F 
i.n-i.2i.i.2'.i 
1.13-1.21.1.211 
F 
1.13-1.2 I.I.2'.! 
1.13-1.21.1.2'.! 
F' 
1.13-1.21.1.2'.! 
1.13-1.21.1.2!! 
F 
I.I3-I.21.1.211 
1.13-1.21.1.2'.! 
F 
3.8-3.12. I.I 3- 
3.8-3.12.1.13- 
.16 
.16 
F 
.10-1.12.1.33 
.10-1.12.1.33 
Nickel llase Alloys* Rnue,h 
Finish 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.20 
I.I 3-1.21.1.2'.! 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.2'.! 
I.I3-I.2I.I.2!! 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.2!! 
I.I 3-1.21.1.2!! 
F 
1.13-1.2 I.I.2'.! 
1.13-1.21.1.2'.! 
3.8- 
3.8- 
F 
1.12.1.13- 
1.12.1.13- 
.16 
.16 
F 
.111-1.12.1.33 
.10-1.12.1.33 
Cobalt Base Alloys" Rou^h 
Finish 
F 
1.13-1.21.1.30 
I.I 3-1.2 I.I.30 
F 
I.I3-I.2I.I.30  • 
1.13-1.2 I.I.30 
F 
I.I3-I.2I.I.3U 
I.I 3-1.21.1.30 
F 
I.I-3-I.2I.I.3II 
I.I 3-1.2 I.I.30 
F 
3.8-3.12. I.I 3- 
3.8-3.12.I.I 3- 
.16      - 
.16 
F 
.10-1.12.1.33 
.10-1.12.1.33 
Cast Iron"1 Rnuu.li 
Finish 
F 
3.1-3.3.2.1.2.2 
3.8-3.12 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.24 
3.4-3.12 
F 
3.4-3.12.2.3-2.10 
3.4-3.12.2.3-2.10 
F 
3.8-3.12.2.1-2.2 
3.1-3.3.3.8-3.12 
F    ' 
3.8-3.12.2.3-2.10 
2.3-2.10.3.4-3.12 
F 
1.24.1.33 
1.24.1.33 
Magnesium and Allovs" All 
F F 
0.1.22.1.26 
F 
0.I.22.I.2H 
F 
0.1.22.1.26 
F 
0.1.22.1.26 
F 
1.33 
Aluminum and Allovs" All 
K 
2.3-2. III. 1.26 
F 
2.3-2. III. I.2li 
F 
2.3-2.lll.l.2li 
F 
3.1-3.3.2.1.1.26 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.26 
F 
1.33 
Copper and Alloys'5 Roujjh 
Finish 
F 
2.3-2.111.1.25 
2.3-2.1(1.1.25 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.25 
2.3-2.10.1.25 
F 
.   1.24 
1.24 
F F 
2.3-2.10.1.25 
2.3-2. III. 1.25 
F 
1.33 
1.33 
Titanium and Alloys" ROUK'I 
Finish 
F 
3.14.3.15.1.27 
3.14.3.15,1.27 
F 
1.27 
1.27 
F 
3.4.3.13.2.11 
3.4,3.13.2.11 
F 
3.4.3.13.1.27 
3.4.3.13.1.27 
F 
3.14.3.15.2.11 
3.14.3.15.2.11 
F 
1.33.1.27 
1.33.1.27 
Beryllium and Alloys" ROUKII 
Finish 
F 
2.1-2.2.1-1.4 
2.1-2.2.1-1.4 
F 
0.2.1.2.2 
11.2.1.2.2 
F 
2.3-2.10.1.5-l.'.l 
2.3-2.1 II. 1.5-l.'.l 
F 
2.1.2.2.1-1.4 
2.1.2.2.1-1.4 
F 
0.2.1-2.2 
0.3.1-3.3 
F 
1.33 
1.33 
Refractories" All 
F 
I.IO-l.lli.3.15 
F 
1.13-1.16 
F 
1.13-l.lli 
F 
1.13-l.lli 
F 
1.1II-1 12.3.15 
F 
1.10-1.12.1.33 
The St tHi 1 wiiti* jre examples (unit) nl the material Htmips liurcl in T.ihle 2—^".mtl *irc inn ,tll*mi ttmve. 
*|0*x I'l.iin rcsiilfiirt/tii t;irlxm Meel; I Ixx; l:l\x M.mn.tnoe steel; '2'S\% Ntt lei wrel; 'JSxx: ;ltxx Xithel-thnime \iccl. 
.Ul'MK -11:15. 4141): 4:14H; Mv- Till ("Crmtlilr SUTI Cniiipam nf Aim-iiu); AMHiilllU: I7*J? AS {14 MV|; II CMV <(:ln<mi.illm). 
3V;iM«»ifl   IDIIII ("Vaii.ifliiim-Alliiw Sici't t'■**•}:   I liermnltl *t (1U1'mtert.iM .vt lnp% S|»ct i.iltv Steel |)i\ . Cwlnp* Corp.); I'.iiuin.u   \| |™ \lli'j;ln'n\  I.udliini Steel Oirp ): Super Trkeiu 
I™ The ltiteiiiiiiiini.il NH Lcl < >>-. Int.); Titnl MCCK. ll.iltomli '2\H i,MCriuil>le Nieel ( nmp.im of Ameru.i). t'eerleis *iti ('"(.irtuilile .Steel Ouup.im of America); I'H.S 'Jrt<»: liiimjih i! 
(Iul'iii*ervil-t:\ilitps .Spit win Steel |)iv„ (Ailupx Corp.). 
•A'JHti: I'I-MIK:; Nir.r. Mitliimct Alloy (™t'nimi Ctrtmlr Corp.. Sirllite DiO; :«»l Crrs; 3ir.»: .1IM. 
*4li:» Crrv 4 in (.rev 4lit r. <ie%: I'JOCrev 41".!: AM* K i'.tcs; 4:11; IU»C. Crev 
•I'll  13-7 Ml); 17-4 I'll; 177 I'll; AM :l.'i»; AM .Vifl. 
'CR 'Jim |H»> NIL (.K 1'MI I MO Ni. t.K :ltlii I HO N't; I'.Vr Ni. 
• hiti.ml. tiiuiiirl X ('MllMtiiinuinti Allm I'IMIIIHU |)i\ . I lie lntrni.it I Nn Li-I ( 11 . 1111). Intnitc! 7nn. 7 I'M'.. 7 is. *<ii| ilw||iiiiiinuhiii \l|m I'riNlnus On..   The Iiiirfi1.1ln.11.il NH kcl< <i. 
Int.): K M.iiul |'ulliinimctim \\\>»\ I'IIHIUH* |»I\ . I lit* lntriit.iin<n.il \n kil ( u.. Ini .1: W.iM'.iUm i,Ml'i.ilt .mil Ulnint't Ann,ill (nip i.Kiif II ifMV.i< 1111111 Mt-liril \ll.n*. Mn.itltircH at 
I'IIMIUII^ Drpi . (.(-11iT.it Mil 1111 (u|; M.i%iill..v  |l. (.. \ i,ut'mnn ( .ttl.iilr ( 01 p . Mt'lliu* l)i\ I. Niimini*  XII. *.»" ("*IUui\  Uii>>:iiu .mil (.»».. I.ltl l; K -MJ. 
'ILiMio *JJ ll.iiii."i). 1M. M l,Ml mini (filmic ( nip . Strlltir D».i: .S-lwi. (.K ITiTn. 
'-Cr-.v. Dmiile: M.ilk'.ible. 
"A/ :ll, AM VIM. ASM 'JM. AM "IS 
"•Jir.Mt. *.'M1»|. 7n7'V. 7I7.M. 
,1Br,ix«^; Hrnii/r^. Mintl/ iiiri.il, NiiU'l *iUt*r. 
"MAI-I Mii IV. ti.\l-4V-?S.. :IAI-I:IV-I U.r. 
"Vuritiut trjile tuntev 
"Mnl»iKleitntn. IimnMcn. 
•loiter* u id kite meihudi ul jpplnatHHi i«ee I.ihU- IV. I) 
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TABLE 2-6  Cutting & Grinding Fluids Codes for Recoimendation Charts 
OKII- Kluiil'I V|IV CIUIC Fluid Tvpe 
1.21 Hinhlv chlorinated mineral lard 
1. CultiiiK oils (A and » Ivpes) „j|| |lt.;lvv (|mv 
1.1 Sull'tiri/ed nil*, lif-hl duly |.'_'2 .Strain!" mineral oil 
1.2 Siill'ini/cd mineral-lard oil. |_ij.j Strait-lit oil 
lieht dutv , ,,. ...        . .     ... .- 1.2-1 Mmi'ial lard oil. medium 
I..'!      Still in i/cd mineral oil*, li.nht duly hcavx dutv 
M      Sulluri/ed lard oil with chlorine. , ._,- Minc|..,| !;|1(| ()i|. |il;|lt ,|lllv 
liuhl clutv  .  , ,   , ,. l.'JI) Oil specialtv remuimended lor 
l.->      Sulluri/ed oil. incdiumdieavy duly aluminum and uiaiMiesium alloys 
l.li      .Sulluri/ed inineraUard oil. , ,,-, ()i, sl,cij;i|tv recommended for 
medium heavy duty titanium alloys 
1.7      .Sulluri/ed lal compounded oil, , .^ ()i) >|>L.{i;l|lv ,-ecnininended lor 
medium/heavy duty . Iiiidi-iempcralure alloxs 
I.H      Sulfuri/ed mineral oil. medium/ ,_.,,, ()i| s|)l.,.jtl|lv r,.«-„inmended lor 
heavy duty nj«-ki-l base alloys 
l.'.l      Sulfuri/ed lard oil. medium/ ( .„, (>j| S|>t-i-i;ilt\ recommended I'or 
heavy duty ,.,,1,.,!, f,;isc alloys 
1.1(1   SIIH'O-I hlorinated mineral-lard , .,, c>it .spt-i iiiliv recommended lor 
oil. liKhl duty sl.iinless sieel alloys 
I.I I    Sullo-chlniiiiated mineral oil. | _?,._, <:),[, ,,i ,,;,,«.■(! mineral lard oil 
l.ll.'l     I liming oil IiiL>In duly 
1.12    Sulfo-e hlorinated lard oil. 
liKhicluiy '•S4 ««IM»'»K«'I 
l.i:l    .Sullo-c hlorinated mineral lard '-'• l-mulsiliahle nils (xvaier 
oil. medium du.v miscihle) all 
I.M    .Sullo-ihlo,mated mineral oil.       - '-•' W-"tM ",Ls'il,lc ""• "K1" «'"»>■ 
medium dutv 2.2 Water miscihle oil. medium duty 
1.1.1   Sullo-c hlorinated lard oil. 2.:5 Water uiiscible oil. heavy duty 
medium duly 04 Sullo-chlorinated water miscihle 
I.K)    Snlfo-ihlorinated oil, medium duly nil. heavv duty 
1.17   Sullo-chlorinated mineral lard 2.:') Chlorinated water miscihle oil. 
oil. heavy duty heavy duly 
I.IK    Sulfo-ihlorinaied lard oil. '-'.!> Sullo-chlorinated water uiiscible 
heavy duty compound. Iiciivy duly 
l.l'.l   Sullo-chlorinated oil, heavy duly 2.7 Water miscihle compound, active 
1.20    Sullo-chlorinated mineral oil. sulfur, heavy duty 
heavy duty -•** Water miscihle mineral oil 
-•'•'    .I'.'Hyw'ler miscihle oil ., „ (:|lt.1Mic;l| a)1)|;mt 
2.10    Extreme pressure water miscihle .,_,, c:iiemi«il solution 
oil, heavv dutv 
.110    (Chemical emulsion, oil base 
2.1 I     Water miscihle oil specialtv reconi- 
mended lor titanium alloxs       . :UI    C:hcniic;il and i>it .solution. 
•> i»    !,• .         •   -i 1      -i         • 1' heavy duty 1.1 _'    Ualer uiiscihlc oil specialtv recom- 
mended lo. hi,.|i nickel col.ah :U-    (:lu'nl"'"' i""1 »<K:«<"« ««»in,»ound 
allovs soluliou 
2.l:S    Water miscihle oil specialtv recnm- :,l:! <:i'«--'"'""l "iih extreme pressure 
mended lor stainless steel alloxs ;,,ul WI""K Will water miscihle 
:t.         Chemical lluids :UI Amitie nitrite 
M.l       Cliemiial emulsion, Iit;hl duty :il'' :'>'.f sodium niiriie solution 
M.2       Walcr base chemical. Iii>hl duty          • :,lli Mm^'al oil base chemical 
:».:t       Water IIIIM idle petrochemical. Xl~ (;llt-,lli'-'1 u-»eT mix tompouiid 
li^hl dulx M.IS CIK-MIII.II emulsion, heavv duty 
.VI       Cliemiial einiilsion. heavv duty .'1.1'.' Chemical emulsion, medium duty 
:t..'>      Siillurj/ed uaier based chemical. 3.20 Chemical fluid specialty for 
he.nx duix iiou-leiniiis allovs 
-*-**      Chlorinated water hased chemical. 3.-'I Cliemiial Moid specialtv lor 
heavy duix ferrous alloxs 
:'.7      Water niisi ilile. he.ixv dutv 
•In ili.M- i.a.l.\   lli,  .,,lli,n/,,l ,„l. JII.1 SIIIIIIII/III 111iMH.1l ..IIMIIIICI .iMi.ilir N..,m.>,,l , miltv  this.- Hill IK-n.,|,li. 
tlii'iui in |..,i.iiliiiit .nut thru K'\|M-I inc 1 lii-iiit. jl 1.-.1111VM1 will v,n\ jiiiiriliit^U. 
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TABLE 2-7  Application Methods Codes for Recormendation 
Charts ? 
(.'otic Application 
K Flood (milliiiiuin ol' 3 gal./min./nozzle). Low pressure/high- volume application to 
cool tool and workpiece and supply fluid to cutting /.one. Fluid should be directed 
into the < Icarance angles <>' 'he cut, and completely envelop tool and workpiece (2). •. 
No/./lcs on lathe type tools should lie fit least H of the culling width, with the same 
ratio lor milling operations through the use of fan nozzles. On late milling, all teeth 
should he immersed continuously, using ring distributor. 
M Mist (water iiiiscilile oils or chemical lluicls). L'ses air or aerosol-powered aspirating 
ecpiipnient to disperse fluid as very line droplets in the carrier, which is then directed 
at the culling area. Provides low volume and high velocity primarily used where 
flood coolant application can not he utilized. Visibility of ecu is increased with reduced 
cooling of tool and workpiece. Added ventilation is recommended as well as auto- 
matic shut-oir. 
I' High Pressure (fiO-'JOOII psi.). Pressure systems are used normally lor internal ap- 
plication ol lluid through drills, gundrills. end mills, and grinding wheels. 
V High Velocity Jet. Specialized application lor increased penetration oHIuid into cut- 
ling aiea. Creates considerable mist and smoke. 
II  Hand. Manual application of paste, solid, or liquid by brush, dipping, or oil can. 
I Immersion, (iravity or low pressure application by submerging workpiece in tank or 
recepiac le. i 
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CHAPTER THREE 
CUTTING FLUID FILTRATION AND CLEANING 
I. General Considerations - assurance of cutting fluid performance. 
Once the cutting fluid has been selected, there remain certain 
potential problems that must not be ignored. 
A. Handling Methods 
> '   1. Storage" 
The cutting fluid should be stored indoors, if space is 
available under the temperature range specified by the 
vendors. The ideal temperatures for storage range between 
50" and 120* F. If the cutting fluids must be stored 
outdoors, the drums should be covered or set on their sides 
to avoid water accumulation around the bung. The ex- 
pansion and contraction of the fluid due to temperature 
changes can result in water seepage into the drum through 
the bung hole. 
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2. Individual Sump 
In individual sumps, maxiinum fluid life can be assured 
by: 
a) A thorough cleaning of the sump and pipe lines. 
b) Keeping the sump free of tramp oil and other contaminants. 
c) Keeping the reservoir filled at all times 
d) Adding pre mixed cutting fluids 
e) Circulating the coolant, even though the -machine is not 
in use. 
f) Filtering the coolant as much as is economically feasible 
3. Central System 
Central systems simplify concentration control and 
cleansing but usually results in a compromise fluid or a 
compromise concentration. Therefore, they are best suited 
to itass-production facilities where a number of common 
metal-cutting operations and metals may be grouped to- 
gether to use a single cutting fluid. If such compromise is 
possible, the high cost of the intial installation of a 
central system is more than offset by lower operating cost. 
B. Rancidity Control 
As we mentioned in chapter two, the growth of bacteria 
and fungi in water-miscible fluids can result in strong of- 
fensive odors, the staining of workpieces and machines, in- 
terference with filters, and a decrease in the effective life 
of the cutting fluid. The presence of bacteria and fungi can 
also promote disease. 
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1. Bacteria - Aerobic and Anaerobic 
Aerobic bacteria grow in the presence of air, while 
anaerobic grow in the absence of oxygen. However, each type 
can adjust to the other's environment to some degree. 
Bacteria usually need water in order to grow, and they 
enter the fluid from sources such as water used for mixing, 
parts, air, and operators' hands. The bacteria which can 
survive in the cutting fluids are: 
a) Escherichia e) Pseudomonas 
b) Klebsiella pneumoniae        f) Pseudomonas oleovorans 
c) Paracolabactrum species       g) Salmonella typhosa 
d) Proteus vulgaris h) Staphylococcus aureus 
The g and h type bacteria grow in only a few products. 
The a, b, c, and d types grow abundantly in many products. 
The e and f types grow abundantly in almost all products. 
Usually, there is more than one kind of bacteria present at 
a time. 
Bacteria usually are controlled in cutting fluids by 
selecting raw materials which resist bacteria and by in- 
corporating effective bactericides into the fluids. Some 
other measures such as prompt chip removal, daily additions 
of cutting fluid, and cleaning also promote freedom from 
rancidity and long fluid life. In controlling the growth 
of bacteria, the central system is more effective. 
2. Fungi 
In general, there is a natural antagonism between various 
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bacteria and fungi. Therefore, it is necessary to keep the 
bacteria from growing. Minerals in the water help to feed 
fungi, so the removal of minerals from the water also helps 
to keep fungi under control. This is another reason to 
use the de-ionized water in mixtures. 
Tramp Oils 
Tramp oil is the most unwanted and unwelcomed invader of 
a coolant system. Tramp oils, which come from hydraulic system 
or other places, contain extreme pressure additives which serve 
as feed stocks for bacteria. When these oils leak into the 
water-miscible type cutting fluid, bacteria growth increases 
and rancidity sets in, and so fluid life is shortened. 
The cooling capability of a cutting fluid also decreases 
because of the existence of the excessive tramp oil. Tramp 
oils can form a mist in the workplace and also contribute to 
problems of housekeeping, human health, and machine cleaning. 
Therefore, the control over the tramp oil is no doubt one of 
the major tasks in improving the cutting-fluid performance. 
A study conducted by National Research Laboratory (NRL) 
found that bad odors and dermatitis were not the major causes 
for dumping the cutting fluids. Only 10 to 12% of all dumpings 
was attributed to these causes. Most dumpings, and the at- 
tendant downtime, was the direct result of coolant failure or 
the high levels of "split oil". According to their report, it 
had been thought that tramp oil in cutting fluids was caused by 
hydraulic oil leakage into the coolants. This is no doubt a 
contributing source, but dye-tracking and testing showed that 
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such leakage was not a major cause of these free oils; they 
were mainly due to emulsion failure. 
Tramp oils must be removed from the cutting fluid systems. 
D. Water and Concentration 
The quality of the water used has a great effect on the 
performance of aqueous metal-cutting fluids. The life of the 
system, filter efficiency, foam characteristics, and even tool 
life and surface finish, are influenced by the quality of the 
water used for dilution. 
Water usually contains minerals. Minerals in coolant water 
can cause corrosion of machine tools and machined parts, can ag- 
gravate the deposition of residues on machine tools, and can in- 
crease the rate at which.bacteria and fungi grow in the coolant. 
To assure maximum freedom from corrosion and bacterial 
problems, it is recommended that the water should be treated 
first to soften it. In our experiment, deionized water was 
used in mixtures. 
The concentration of a cutting fluid varies depending 
on the specific cutting operation. Maintaining cutting fluids 
at their proper concentrations helps keep many problems in 
check. It prevents rusting, thus reducing the incidence of 
scrapped parts and rework. It reduces rancidity/ thus keeping 
unpleasant odors under control. It assures consistent results. 
And it enhances tool life. 
"TVIark Albert, "Why Coolants Really Fail", Modern Shop, 
January, 1981, p.107 
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A proper concentration also influences the settling 
and filtering characteristics of the cutting fluid. If the 
concentration is too thin, dirt recirculates more readily and 
contributes to poorer surface finishes, shorter tool life, and 
shorter fluid life. If the concentration is too rich, ex- 
cessive residue will attract dust and dirt, and the machine 
slide will be gummed up. Moreover, rich concentration will 
lead to skin irritation, and the richer the concentration, the 
more costly the cutting fluid will be. 
Improper cutting fluid concentrations also promote foam- 
ing. Foam helps the metal fines stay in suspension and so 
causes them to recirculate and perpetuate the usual problems 
which they create. Foam also interferes with proper funct- 
ioning of the filtration media. It is advisable, when diluting 
the cutting fluid for the users to consult the manufacturers 
for the best results. 
Fine Particles 
According to the NRL's report, another major cause of 
coolant failure is the presence of fine particles. These 
particles are recirculated to the surface of workpiece, and 
they will stick to the •machined surface and possibly ruin the 
emulsion of the cutting fluids. Once the cutting fluid is 
put in use, the concentrate, as the report indicated, ".... 
quickly became part of a highly complex mixture consisting of 
various amounts of water, hard water colloids and salts, swarf, 
fines, oxides, oils and lubricants of various descriptions, 
debris, bacteria, floor cleaners, machine cleaners, parts and 
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tools." 
II. Cutting Fluids Filtration 
To assure the performance of a cutting fluid, the cutting 
fluid should be clean and free of tramp oils and chips. There- 
fore, a filtration device is necessary for mass metal-removing 
operations. Filtration is a means of separating solids from fluid 
through a porous barrier or other means. 
Cutting-fluid filters, also called "clarification units", 
can be divided into two general categories: separators and positive 
filters. 
A. Separators 
Separators are units which remove chips and swarf by gravit- 
ational, magnetic, centrifugal, or other attractive forces, 
a. Settling Tanks 
<r -, The simpliest form -of the clarification unit is a 
settling tank, through which the liquid flows sufficiently 
slowely to allow the solids to deposit in the bottom, where 
they accumulate and are occasionally removed, either manually 
or mechanically. The efficiency can be greatly improved by 
the use of weirs, baffles, and dragout bars. Figure 3-1 
shows the configuration of the unit. 
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Pump 
FIG. 3-1.  SETTLING TANK 
2. Multiple Weirs 
It has been proved that even a fine grade woven weir is not 
■r: -,  entirely free from migration/ since small particles of scale may 
break away from the individual weir. When the standard of clari- 
fication is stringent, this problem becomes acute. 
The multiple weir is efficient at selltling fine grit and 
swarf such as cast iron, molybdenum, and other grinding swarf 
that is packed so tightly that it clogs positive filter media. 
The reason is that with the folded or miltiple-weirs clarifier, 
the length of the wall over which the fluid flows is greatly ex- 
panded. Dragout bars and surface skimmers can be used to remove 
the swarf from the bottom and skim off floating contaminants. 
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3. Centrifugals and Centrifuges 
Centrifugal separation is usually used either for the 
separation of liquids from solids or for the separation of 
two or more immiscible liquids. Centrifugal filtration 
remove liquid from solids supported on a porous surface by 
employing centrifugal force. Centrifugal clarification is 
a process in which centrifugal force is substituted for 
gravity settling. As it takes place by virtue of the 
difference in densities of the components, liquids which 
are mutually irascible or soluble cannot be separated by 
this means. In particular, emulsion will not be spoiled by 
this process, although tramp oil will be removed. 
The disadvantage of this kind of filtration is that the 
initial cost is rather high. Figure 32 shows the con 
figuration of a centrifuge. 
Tramp Oil 
Coolant 
FIG.   3-2 CENTRIFUGE 
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4. Cyclones 
Cyclone systems must have pumps rugged enough to handle 
the chips and swarf and designed so that large particles of 
shop debris will not plug the underflow orifice. Figure 
3-3 shows this kind of device. 
Clean Fluid 
Inlet 
Solids Discharge 
FIG. 3-3 HYDROCYCLONE 
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5. Flotations 
Flotation is a gravity separation process in which air 
bubbles are attached to individual solid particles, thereby 
reducing their density so that they float to the surface of 
the fluid. In selecting a grinding fluid for use in a 
flotation unit, it is important to use a fluid that will 
provide a sufficient amount of foam. This kind of separation 
method is not suitable for very fine particle separation. 
Figure 3-4 shows this kind of unit. 
o 
Foam Cell 
CJ 
-nr~ 
c " 
..^•e.^-,^^ 
J i 
ID 
FIGURE 3-4 FLOTATION 
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6. Electric Force Separators 
a) Magnetic Separator 
The attraction of ferrous particles to a powerful magnet has long 
been exploited in industry, especially in the clarification of the 
cutting oils used in machining. Very frequently, the magnet is used 
in combination with a paper or sintered metal element (which some- 
times preceeds and sometimes follows the magnet). The advantages 
of magnetic separators are: relatively small floor-space require- 
ment and low initial cost. A configuration of this type of unit is 
shown in Figure 3-5. ? 
•-,.}• 
4,«Si^- 
Coolant 
Clean Coolant 
FIGURE 3-5 MAGNETIC SEPARATOR 
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b) Electrostatic Filter 
The electrostatic filter contains several elements in 
parallel, each element being a positive metal electrode 
carrying foam plastic rings and mounted coaxially in an 
earthed tube. A potential is then applied between central 
electrode and plate; as a result, solids collect in the foam 
plastic rings as the fluid flows through the tubes. 
B. Positive Filters 
In positive filtration, the used cutting fluid passes 
through a porous filter medium, such as cloth, paper, or wire 
screen. The fluid is propelled by gravity, pressure, or 
vacuum, and the swarf is deposited on .the medium. The .clari- 
fied fluid is then returned to the clean tank. 
1. Vacuum Filters 
In the vacuum filter, the fluid enters the coolant tank 
and is pulled through the filter medium by means of a vacuum 
to the clean tank. The medium for the filter can be dis- 
posable paper or cloth, or a wire screen. The swarf can be 
removed by indexing the medium, by dragout bars, or by 
backflushing. The unit is effective in most types of steel- 
grinding and machining installations. The unit is 
shown in Figure 3-6. 
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Clean Fluid 
FIGURE 3-6 VACUUM FILTER 
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2. Pressure Filters 
In these units, the dirty coolant is forced through the medium 
such as paper or cloth, rather than being pulled through by means 
of a vacuum. At a point determined by the amount of swarf on the 
filter medium, the pressure shuts off, indexing the medium to a 
clean portion. One factor to be considered when these units are 
used is that the cutting fluids selected must be stable and non- 
scumming and must have low foaming tendencies. Figure 3-7 shows 
the configuration of this type of filter. 
A pressure filter has two horizontal comp?.rt- 
rnents-the toe one is movable and the bot- 
tom is stationary. 
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FIGURE 3-7 FLATBED PRESSURE FILTER 
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3. Gravity Filters 
In gravity filters the design and construction features have the 
advantage that the force required is provided by nature, with a 
definite limit set by the altitude. 
Gravity filters must be open to the atmosphere; there must be 
support for the filter medium; and there must be underdrainage 
to carry away the filtered fluid. The flow passage is simply from 
top feed through the filter medium to the drainage system. One ex- 
ception: when floating media are used, the flow is upward. Figure 
3-8 is a gravity filter.        ? 
-=>- 
Coolant Out 
To Transfer Line 
Coolant In 
FIGURE 3-8 GRAVITY FILTER 
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4. Coalescing Plate Filter 
Our experiment used a newly developed cuttingfluid filter 
which employs gravity filtration. The special design 
generates a flowpath of modified sinusodial shape in order 
to create velocity changes in the flow stream. These 
produce a high incidence of particle collision which result 
in the coalescing of small particles of oil into particles 
of 20 microns or larger. These, because of their lower 
specific gravity, then move upwards and they are collected 
above the plates. The design of the coalescing plate 
section makes use of laminar flow, low Reynolds number, 
oleophilic plate material and reduced plate spacing. The 
plates can be arranged horizontally, vertically or in a 
combination of these. The vertical configuration is suit- 
able for loadings containing large particles which will sep- 
arate out under gravity for collection below the plates, 
while heavy slugs of oil rise to the surface. The con- 
figuration of this filter is shown as Figure 4-2. 
III. Filtration System Selection 
A variety of filtration systems have been discussed in this 
chapter. It is now important to know how to select a good filter 
to clarify the cutting fluid. In this section, several tables that 
2 
will help in selecting the filter will be recommended. 
Table 3-1 compares some consideration such as costs, floor 
space requirements, and types of machining applications. 
2 
Robert J. Behnke, "Central Filtration for Coolants", American 
Machinist (December 1976): 87    -49- 
TABLE 3-1 
Filtration Systems Compared 
Equipment type Initial Cost 
Req'd 
Space 
Oper. 
Cost 
Typical* 
Application 
Settling Low Large Low 2,4,6,7,8 
Screening Medium Large Low 4,6,7,8 
Magnetic Separation Medium Large Low Ferrous 4,6,7,8 
Flotation Medium Large Medium 1.2 
Hydrccyclone Medium Medium Medium 1,2,6,8 
Roll Media High Medium High 1,3,4,5,6,7,8 
Reusable media High Medium Medium 1,4,6,7,8 
Precoat filters High Medium" High 3,5 
♦Applications: 1. Grinding  (rough fine) 
2. Wire drawing 
3. Rolling 
4. General Machining 
5. Honing 
6. Drilling 
7. Screw Machines 
8. Broaching 
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selection. 
Table 3-2 serves as a checklist for both filter design and 
3 
TABLE 3-2 
Filter System Checklist 
(1 
(2 
(3 
(4 
(5 
(6 
(7 
(8 
(9 
(10 
(11 
(12 
(13 
(14 
Coolant to be filtered 
Flow rate, gpm 
Machine operation 
Particle size; Maximum, Minimum 
% solids; by weight, by volume 
Preferred pump 
Pump pressure required for clean coolant 
Clarity required; ppm, micron size 
Clean coolant return system 
Dirty coolant return system 
Temperature of coolant 
Viscosity of coolant 
Voltage available 
Brief description of process, and list of any 
existing equipment. 
The two tables above serve only as a general guideline. Virtually 
every application is unique in at least some of its characteristics. There- 
fore, the selection job should be carefully studied by all parties involved 
in the selection and installation of the system. 
Robert J. Behnke, "Central Filtration for Coolants," American 
Machinist (December 1976) : 87 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
The primary purpose of this experiment was to determine whether 
there is a significant improvement in tool life and surface finish when 
a water-miscible coolant is passed through a coalescing-plate-separator 
filtration device. The control condition was non-filtration, and 
filtration/non-filtration was the principal variable considered. To 
test the performance of the cutting fluid, the tool flank wear and the 
machined workpiece surface finish were measured periodically. Also the 
progress of the growth of bacteria and fungi were recorded. The testing 
was performed in the manufacturing processes laboratory of Lehigh 
University. The chemical and biological analyses of coolant samples 
were made at a chemistry laboratory located in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Samples 
were taken at the beginning of each test, and coolant samples were also 
taken once a week for three specific materials being worked. At the end 
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of machining for each type of material, one additional cutting fluid 
sample was taken for analysis. 
In this experiment, the three kinds of materials were machined on 
an engine lathe under different cutting conditions and with different 
cutting tools. The cutting condition (cutting speed, depth of cut, 
and feed rate) were selected after some preliininary runs. For cutting 
tools we used cemented carbide inserts. In order to facilitate com- 
parison, the half of the experiment that was run with the filter was 
completely parallel to the half that was run without the filter. Three 
bars of 4340 alloy steel, two bars of cast iron, and three bars of 1045 
carbon steel were machined in each half. The procedure and cutting 
variable? will be explained in detail below. 
I.  Equipment 
Equipment used in this experiment were as follows: 
A. LeBlond engine lathe, equipped with Ruthman-Gusher Model IP 3 
1/10 HP coolant pump. (Figure 4-1) 
B. Turbo/Fram Coalescing Plate Separator (CPS-1) (Figure 4-2) 
Dirty Coolant 
Tramp Oil 
_u 
:>■) 
Clean 
Coolant 
._, r._ 
'•rpr 
t • 
AAAAAA 
A/\AA/V\ 
AV\A>N/\/\ 
A/V\A/vA 
A A^AAA O i 
Coolant Flow 
FIGURE 4-2 COALESCING PLATE FILTER 
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16" Heavy Duty Engine Lathe—Fig. **-1 
C. Itoolmaker's Microscope (Fower Tools and Instruments) 
The microscope was used to measure the flank wear of the cutting 
tool. The unit of width is in millimeter. 
D. Surfindicator (Brush Instruments) 
This is a battery operated instrument used to measure the surface 
finish of the workpiece. 
E. Refractometer (American Optical Corporation) 
This instrument is used to measure the relative concentration of 
the cutting fluid. Before the instrument was used, a calibration 
curve was drawn to find the corresponding concentration level. 
F. PH Meter (Fisher Scientific Company) 
This instrument is used to measure the acidity of the cutting fluid 
G. Grotan Hallenite d-f indicator kit ' 
This indicator kit is used to measure the presence of bacteria and 
fungi. 
II. Testing Material 
A. Cutting Fluid 
The cutting fluid used in this experiment was a semi-translucent 
soluble cutting oil Information concerning the fluid is shown in 
Table 4-1. 
B. Work Material 
Three types of work materials are used. They are 4340 alloy steel, 
cast iron, and 1045 carbon steel. 
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C. Tools 
The. tools used were supplied by Kennametal. They are K21, K45, 
and K68, Table 42 shows when they are used. 
TABLE 4-2 
Tool Used For Different Work Materials 
Under Different Cutting Conditions 
WORK MATERIALS 
Cperation       4340     CAST IRON       1045 
Roughing        K21       K68 K21 
Finishing       K45       K68 K45 
III. Procedure 
The first part of the experiment did not use the cutting- 
fluid filter. The engine lathe sump was filled with clean cutting 
fluid. The first material tested was the 4340 alloy steel, then 
followed by cast iron.  The last material tested was the 1045. 
Different cutting conditions for different operations (roughing 
and finishing) were selected. 
For the second part of the experiment, the filter was in- 
stalled underneath the engine lathe and filled it with the same 
cutting fluid as that used in the first part. The combination of 
cutting conditions and work materials is illustrated in table 4-3. 
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TABLE 4-1      Basic Information of the Cutting Fluid 
(Superedge 9) 
TYPICAL TEST  DATA 
Specific Gravity S   60°F    ( 15.6°C ) 
S.U.S. Viscosity <§ 100°F 
Flash Point  (closed) °F 
Pour Point °F 
pH @ 5£ Dilution 
Emulslflability 
Thermal Stability 12 hours O 32 ? or 
0° C, 100°F or 'tO0 C 
Emulsion Stability 
Corrosion test S 5°A Dilution 
0.990- 
212 (100°C) 
+10 (-12°C) 
9.6 
Pass 
Stable 
Pass 
No Corrosion 
'.■■■>■ 
Note : These are typical figures and do not constitute a specification. 
Recommended Dilutions 
Mild k Low Low Steel High Steel Non -?errous 
Carbon Steel Alloys Alloys Materials 
Multi-Tool Lathes 1  i 30 1  i 30 1«30 1 « 35 
Gear Cutting 1   i 30 1   : 30 1   « 25 1 . 30 
Deep Hole Drilling 1  « 25 1   i 25 1  « 25 1 i 30 
Broaching I   t 25 1   i 25 1   i 25 1 , 30 
High Speed Grinding 1  i30 1   t 30 1   : 30 1 « 35 
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TABLE 4-3 
Cutting Conditions For Different 
Work Materials 
Cutting Condition 
Vfork Material d (in.) F(: Ln/rev) V(sfpn) 
T.1 F R2 F R F R 
4340 .040 .075 .0092 .0102 500 350 
CAST IRON .060 .100 .0092 .0128 400 400 
1045 .060 .100 .0092 .0128 500 350 
Note:  1.  F stands for finishing operation 
2.  R stands for roughing operation 
The pH value and the concentration of the cutting fluid were 
measured every testing day, and when necessary, the adjustments 
were made to keep the concentration constant. During the cutting 
operation, the tool was taken out periodically to measure flank 
wear. Table 4-4 indicated the time interval between flank wear 
measurements for each work material. 
TABLE 4-4 
Time Interval For Tool Flank 
Vfear Measurement 
4340 
FINISHING 
C.I. 
TIME INTERVAL (min.) 
1045 4340 
ROUGHING 
C.I. 1045 
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The surface finish was measured three times during the 
cutting of each pass across the workbar. Besides the instrument 
measurements, the variations were observed visually to corroborate 
the data taken. The growth of the bacteria/fungi was measured (by 
using the Grotan Hallenite d-f indicator kit) everytime we took a 
sample. As we mentioned above, the chemical and biological analyses 
were performed at an outside laboratory; the test of the flank 
wear and surface finish were carried out in our Laboratory. 
IV. Eesults and Analysis 
- Quantitative Findings 
A. Tool Wear 
A large amount of raw data was obtained from the ex- 
periment. Summaries of this data are presented below. 
1. Work Material:  4340 
Tool       :  K21 
Cutting Condition: d=.075" f=.0102"/rev. V=350 sfpm 
a) Flank Wear-Without Filter (ran) 
Tims (min.)    5 10 15 20 25 
Average    .168   .225   .284   .345   .598 
0 .0051  .0063  .0097  .0167  .237 
b) Flank Wear-With Filter (mm) 
Tine (min.) 5 10 15 20 25 
Average .150 .204 .247 .293 .349 
0 .0032  .0031   .0075   .0117   .0224 
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c) Discussion 
When machining time reached 25 minutes, the flank 
wear varied greatly in the non-filter case. The standard 
deviation is as high as .237mm, as compared to the standard 
deviation of .0224mm for the filter case. To be sure of the 
result, an analysis of variance was performed; the results 
will be presented later. Figure 4-3 depicts the flank wear 
pattern for both cases. To reach the flank wear of .35mm, 
it took 20 minutes machining time when no filter was used 
and 25 minutes when a filter was used. The tool life, 
measured by the machining time needed to produce .30mm 
flank wear, was 27% longer when a filter was used. 
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Fig. 4-3     Work Material    i 4340 
Tool Material    : K63 
Cutting Condition i d = .075" f = .0102"/rev. V = 350 sfpni 
+ : Without Filter 
•   o s With Filter        ■ - •    .-.._. 
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2. Work Material: Cast Iron 
Tool       : K68 
Cutting Condition: d=.060" f=.0092"/rev v=400 sfpm 
a) Flank Wear-Without Filter (mm) 
Time (min.) 5 10 15 20 
Average .131 .214 .281 .363 
(f .0110   .0210   .0410   .0818 
b) Flank Wear-With Filter (mm) 
Time (min.)    5     10     15     20     25 
Average    .136    .179    .224    .257    .309 
rf .0133   .0136   .0246   .0313   .0477 
c) Discussion 
When cutting cast iron under this condition, tools failed 
'* 
A>
 between 21 minutes and 25 minutes without the filter. When the 
filter was used, tools lasted beyond 25 minutes. Based on the 
criterion of .30mm flank wear, the filter improved the tool life 
by about 52%. Figure 4-4 shows the flank wear pattern for both 
cases. 
3. Work Material: Cast Iron 
Tool        : K68 
Cutting Condition: d=.100" f=.0128"/rev. v=400 sfpm 
a) Flank Wear-Without Filter (mm) 
Time (min.)    5     10     12.5     15 
Average    .159    .304    .357     .396 
<f .0094   .0361   .0215    .0356 
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b) Flank Wear - With Filter (inn) 
Time (min)    5     10     12.5 15 
Average    .153   .270    .324 .388 
C         .0103  .0202   .0238 .0252 
c) Discussion 
About 60% of cutting edges failed before 15 minutes 
cutting; .396mm is the average flank wear of the surviving 40% 
when the filter is not used. 
Without the coolant filter,: about 50% to 60% of the tools 
had failed before 15 minutes cutting, while with the filter almost 
all the tools were able to cut more than 15 minutes without failure. 
Based on the criterion of .30nm flank wear, tool life im- 
proved about 16% when the filter was employed. Figure 4-5 shows 
■' •-  the flank wear pattern. 
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Fig. 4-5    Work Material « 
Tool Material i 
Cutting Condition : 
..     .   . + i 
 - -— o I 
Cast Iron 
K63 
d =  .100" _f = "V0128"/rev. 
Without Filter 
With Filter 
V= 400 sfpm 
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4. Work Material: 1045 (1st lot) 
Tool       : K21 
Cutting Condition: d=.100" f=.0128"/rev. v=350 sfpm 
a) Flank Wear (Without Filter (mm) 
Time (min./Flank Wear (mm)  
Time(min)   10      20      30 
Average    .232    .316     .400 . 
0^        .0118    .0067     .0091 
b) Flank Wear - With Filter (mm) 
Time (min.)/Flank Wear (rtm) 
Time (min.)  10    20    30 
Average    .160    .245 .   .315. j..j. - 
(f .0082    .0041    .0041 
c) Discussion 
As the standard deviations show, the tool wear pattern 
under the filter condition varies less than under the non-filter 
condition. When filters were used, tool life increased by about 
55%. 
Figure 4-6 shows the flank wear pattern for both cases. 
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15 20 
Time (min) 
Fig. k-6 Work Material     ' "» 10U5 (1st lot) "" •"• *        ~": 
Tool Material 1 K21 
Cutting Condit.ion 1 d = .100"   f = .0128"/rev.   V = 350 sfpra 
+  i- Without Filter 
o  : With Filter 
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5. Work Material: 1045 (2nd lot) 
Ibol       : K45 
Cutting Condition: d=.060" f=. 0128"/rev v=500sfpm 
a) Flank Wear - Without Filter (irm) 
Time (min.)    10 20 30 
Average     .145    .215    .270 
b) Flank Wear - With Filter (mm) 
Time (min.)    10   20   30   40   50   60   65 
Average     .080 .135 .160 .195 .220 .260 .270 
c) Discussion 
When the cutting time reached 30 minutes, we stopped 
cutting even thought the flank wear did not reach . 30mm when 
the filter is not used. 
There is only one set of data for each case, so the 
conclusions may be subject to considerable sampling error. The 
tool life, based on the above data and a criterion of .27mm flank 
wear, increased about 120%. 
Figure 4-7 shows the tool wear pattern. 
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6. Work Material:  1045 (2nd lot) 
Tool       :  K45 
Cutting Condition: d=.060" f=.0092"/rev. v=500 sfpm 
a) Flank Wear - Without Filter (inn) 
Time (min.)  10    20    30    40    50    60 
Average    .075  .110  .140  .170  .260  .290 
b) Flank Wear - With Filter (mm) 
Time (min.)  10   20   30   40   50   60   70 
Average    .065 .110 .135 .140 .180 .200 .215 
Tine (min.)  80   90   100 110 
Average    .240 .255 .265 .290 
c) Discussion - 
There is only one set of data for each case. 
Therefore, the result may be' subject to considerable 
sampling error. The tool life, based on the above data and 
a creterion of .29nm flank wear, increased by about 83%. 
Figure 4-8 shows the flank wear pattern for both cases. 
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4-8            Work Material           i    1045 (2nd.   lot) 
Tool Material           i    K45 
 Cutting Condition  i    d = -.060"    f =  .0092"/rev.    V = 500 sfpra 
+   i    Without Filter 
o  i    With Filter 
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B. Surface Finish 
The analysis of surface finish was based on two factors, 
namely cutting-tine and tool-wear. When cutting time was used 
as the basis for analysis, we found that the sane cutting edge, 
in the filter condition, would continue to produce satisfactory 
surface finish for a longer cutting tine. 
When the analysis is carried out with tool wear level 
held fixed, we failed to find any differences between surface 
finish on the corresponding workpieces. Thus, it seems that 
improvenents in surface finish when a filter was used were 
due principally to increased tool life. However, we did ob- 
serve, through visual inspection, that the surface finish 
pattern was sometimes irregular when the cutting was done with 
unfiltered cutting-fluid. It was concluded that this phe- 
nomenon was caused by chatter. Chatter is naturally one of 
the causes of shortened tool-life. Also, as mentioned above, 
the filter kept small particles from sticking to the workpiece 
surface. This had a beneficial effect on surface finish. 
In the experiment, the cutting-fluid acted more as a 
coolant than as a lubricant because of the dilution (1 part 
of oil to 30 parts of water) and because the high cutting- 
speed prevented effective lubrication. 
C. Analysis of Variance - Tool Wear 
From experimental data, we performed an analysis of 
variance of the tool wear against each type of tool on three 
kinds of work materials under different cutting conditions. 
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Based on the results of the analyses, we are able to conclude 
whether there is a significant improvement statistically by 
using the cutting-fluid filter. 
The decision rules we constructed to control the level of 
significance at C&  is: 
If F* <   F(l-oi  ;  r - 1, r^ - r), conclude that the 
improvement in tool life is not significant. 
If F* > F(l-ctf ;  r - 1, nT - r), conclude that the 
improvement in tool life is significant. 
Where r-1 is the associated degrees of freedom for SSTR 
n_-r is the associated degrees of freedom for SSE. 
For all the cases, the confidence level is assumed to 
be 95%. 
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(1) Work Material  : 4340 
Tool t K2X 
Cutting Condition: d = .075" .   f = .0102"/rev.    V= 35° sfpra 
Flank Wear (vm) 
Tool 10 Min. Cuttin* Tine 20 min. 
W/0 F 
.360 
Cutting Tims 
w/5 F 
.230 
W/F 
.205 
Total W/K          Total 
1 .310      • 
2 .230 .200 .355 .300 
3 .220 .208 .3^0 .290 
4. 
.215 .200 .320 .290 
5. .230 
1.125 
.205 
1.013 2.143 
.330 .275 
Total 1.725 1.465       3-190 
Mean .225 .2036 .2143 .345 .293        .319 
# Of tools 5 5 10 Ji 5           10 
SSTO .001394 .00884 
SSTH .00676 .001145 
MSTH .00676 .001145 
SSE .00208 .000249 
MSB .00026 .000031 
* 
F ,   26 '   • 37 
ANOVA TABLS 
Source of 
Variation 
Between Treatment 
Error 
SS df 
20 min 10 min   20 .11 in  10 min 
.00676  .001145    1     1 
.00208  .000249    8     8 
KS 
20 min lOain. 
.00676  .001145 
.00026  .000031 
F( .95; 1.8 ) = 5.32 
Since 5-32 < 26 <37, the conclusion is that the improvement in tool life 
is significant in this case. 
* W/o F indicates without filter, while w/ F indicates with filter. 
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(2) Work Material J Cast Iron 
Tool       t  K68 
Cutting Condition: d = .060"  f = ,0092"/rev.  V= 400 sfpm 
Flank Wear (sat) 
Tool 10   IT in.  Cuttin a; Tine 20 min. Cutting Tlae 
'rf/0 F 
.185 
w/ ? 
.160 
Total v/o ? 
.270 
W/    F 
.195 
Total 
1 
2 .180 .185 .270 .260 
3 .230 .190 .320 .280 
4 .200 
.155 • 315 .250 
5 .225 .185 .450 .260 
6 .230 .185 .460 .295 
7 .235 .455 
Total 1.485 1.060 2.545 2.540 1.540 4.080 
Mean .212 .177 .196 • 363 .257 .314 
# of tools 7 6 13 7 6 13 
SSTO .0084 .0892 
SSTR .0041 • .0364 
MSTR .0041 .0364 
SSS .0043 .0523 
USE .00039 .0048 
7.6 10.5 
A1I0VA Table  : 
Source of SS df \«S 
Variation 20 rain 
.0364 
.0528 
lOnin 
.0041 
.0043   ■ 
20mln 
1 
11 
10 rain 
1 
11 
20 rain 
.0364 
.0043 
10 nir. 
Between Treatment 
Error 
.0041 
.00039 
T (.95; 1. 11) = 4.855 
Since 4.855 < 7.6 < 10.5,  the improvement in tool is significant. 
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(3) Work Material :    Cast  Iron 
Tool j   K68 
Cutting Condition :    d =  .100" 
Tool 
f =  .0128     V= 400 sfpra 
1 
2 
3. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Total 
Mean 
# of tools 
SST0 
SSTH 
MSTR 
SSE 
USE 
. Flank Wear foi)        .    . 
5 min. Cutting T lne 10 min .  Cutting Tine 
w/o F W/ F Total w/o F W/ F Total 
.1^5 .135 .270 .255 
.160 
.135 .380' .255 
.175 .145 .360 .270 
.165 .165 .290 .300 
.165 .160 .300 .290 
.1*5 .160 .265 .240 
.170 .150 .310 .250 
.155 .155 .280 .260 
• ?55 .160 .280 .265 
.155 .165 
.150 
.300 .300 
.290 
1.590 1.680 3.270 3.035 2.975 6.010 
.159 .' .1527 .1557 .3035 .2705 .2862 
10 11 
.00226 
.000206 
.000206 
. 002051* 
.000108 
1.9 
21 10 11 
.02320 
.00572 
.00572 
.01748 
.00092 
6.2 
21 
AN0VA Table  : 
Source of SS df US 
Variation lOmin       5nln 
.00572    .000206 
.017li8    .002051* 
1 Grain 
1 
19 
5nln 
1 
19 
10 min 
.00572 
.00092 
5 min 
Between Treatment 
Error 
.000206 
.000103 
F ( .95s 1. 19 ) = 4.39 <6.2 
Since 4.39 ^ 6.2, after 10 minutes cutting, the tool life improved significantly. 
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(4) Work Material    j 1045 
Tool » K21 
Cutting Condition s  d = .100"  f = .0128"/rev.  y = 350 sfpa 
Tool 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Total 
Mean 
# of tools 
SSTO 
SSTR 
MSTR 
SSE 
KSE 
• 
AHOVA Table ! 
Source of 
Variation 
Flank Wear (mra) 
20 ain Cutting Time 30 ain 
W/0 F 
Cuttlr.c; T 
W/ F 
jne 
W/O F w/ F Total Total 
.310 .245 .395 .315 
.315 .250 .405 .320 
.310 .240 .390 .310 
.315 .405 
.330 .415 
.315 .390 
2.400 
.945 1.895 .735 2.630 3.345 
.3158 .245 .2922 .400 .315 .3717 
6 3 9 6 3 9 
.01036 
.01003 
.01003 
.00033 
.000047 
213.4 
SS 
.01500 
.01445 
.01445 
.00055 
.OOOO79 
189.9 
KS 
20 mln  30 "in  20 nln  30 ain  20 mln  30 nin 
Between Treatment .01003   .01500    1      1    .01003  .01500 
Error .00033   .00055 .00004? .000079 
F (.95; 1. 7) =5.59 
Since 5-59 < 189.9 < 213.4,  it is appropriate to conclude that the improvement 
in tool life is significant. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSIONS 
I. The results of the testing of the coalescing-plate-separator 
cutting-fluid filter showed that the use of the filter for 
cutting-fluid recirculation improved the tool life significantly 
for high-speed machining. Depending on different cutting par- 
ameters, the improvement in tool life ranged from 16% to 120%. 
As for the surface finish, because of longer tool life, the 
same tool can be used longer to generate the required finish. 
II. When cutting 4340 and 1045, the concentration of the cutting 
fluid tended to increase as the cutting action processed for 
both with and without filter cases. Our belief is that the result 
is caused by the vaporization of the cutting fluid. On the 
contrary, the concentration of the cutting fluid tended to drop 
during the cutting of the cast iron. We surmised that the swarf 
produced from the cast iron had the tendency to spoil the ernul- 
sification and carry the cutting oil along with it as it sank to 
-78- 
the bottom of the cutting fluid system. The concentration of the 
coolant thus went down. 
III. The cutting fluid scon came to be colored by the cast iron during 
the experiment. Under the nonfilter condition, the fluid never 
regained any of its normal color, whereas under filtration, the 
cutting fluid regained some but not all of its normal color after a 
certain amount of recirculation. 
IV. Tramp oils were found on the top of the engine lathe sump when no 
filter was used; it did not appear when a filter was employed. In 
the latter case, tramp oils were found floating on top of the 
filter tank, and some of them were skimmed out of the filter 
through a pipe. 
:.    . .. J...5 
V. • Swarf and chips were found accumulating in the bottom of the engine 
lathe sump when a filter was not used; in part two of the experi- 
ment, the filter trapped them. In part one, the swarf and chips 
presented a big problem for final cleaning, for the unwanted 
foreign materials were difficult to reach. Therefore, when a filter 
is not used, the cleaning job required more machine down-time and 
thus higher maintenance cost. 
VI. When a filter was not used, sometimes dark metal particles would 
stick to the machined surface of the workpieces; this problem was 
prevented by the filter. The surface finish of the workpieces can 
be maintained more consistently, with the use of a filter. 
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V.  The filter was not able to prevent the bacteria and fungi from 
growing. It is our opinion that for better rancidity control, the 
cutting fluid should be treated before use. The cutting fluid 
filter can help prevent rancidity only by removing chips and other 
foreign materials that are the "feed stock" for the bacteria and 
fungi. It is possible that in the long run, the growth rate of the 
bacteria/fungi can be slowed down with the use of the filter. 
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